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Abstract 
I propose in this thesis that the internal evidence of the composition of Richard 
Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 indicates that the horn part of the concerto may 
originally have been conceived with the natural horn in mind. Contrary to the claims 
of successive performers and scholars, the advanced hand-horn techniques in use in 
the late nineteenth century would have made it entirely playable on the natural horn 
by expert performers. It is therefore my intention in the performance component of 
the degree to perform the work on the natural horn. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
An article in The Horn Call, Journal of the International Horn Society of October 2012, 
highlighted the inconsistency between the title of Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 
11, and the currently accepted performance practice of this work on the valve horn. 
The author of this article was Peter Damm, with the title, “The 125th Anniversary of 
the Concerto for Horn op. 11 by Richard Strauss”. The article was a review of a new 
edition of the work, which was released in 2009, by the publisher Universal Edition 
Vienna.1  
 
Damm gives a detailed account of the various editions, and sources he used in his 
own career. As an international soloist Damm had performed this concerto 
numerous times. The striking element when reading this article was the absolute 
certainty with which Damm expressed his opinion that this concerto was written for 
the Ventilhorn (valve horn), and not the Waldhorn (natural horn or hand-horn), as 
stated by Sonja Huber in the foreword of the new edition.2 The term Waldhorn 
translates literally as forest horn. This is commonly interpreted to mean natural 
horn. Damm, however, states that Waldhorn is a generic term and does not 
specifically mean the natural horn.3 
 
                                                         
1 Peter Damm, "The 125th Anniversary of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 by Richard Strauss," The Horn 
Call 43, no. 1 (2012): 56-67. 
2 Richard Strauss, Konzert für Waldhorn und Klavier Nr. 1 in Es-Dur Op. 11 (1882), ed. Sonja Huber 
(Wien: Universal Edition AG, 2009), vii. 
3 Damm,  61. 
2 
The concerto was written and performed in Strauss’s lifetime, so how could there 
be any doubt about the type of instrument used for this concerto? The piece as it has 
come down to us does give the initial impression of being clearly a valve-horn 
composition, being composed in the key of E flat, and specified for a horn pitched in 
F. This evidence is the strongest argument that the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 is 
intended for a valve horn, since it would be unplayable in that key on a natural horn.4 
Yet, the title containing the word Waldhorn could suggest that the concerto is for a 
natural instrument, and much of the typical horn figuration used within the piece 
clearly derives from the natural horn idiom. Unfortunately the 1882 handwritten 
score for horn and piano does nothing to clear up this inconsistency of evidence, as 
it is not the initial draft. There are no sketches or earlier versions of the concerto to 
refer to, which might have cast light on Strauss’s earliest conception of the piece. 
However, an analysis of the available material may still give a clearer indication of 
the concerto’s genesis. 
 
Norman Del Mar seems to have been the first person to insist that the concerto is 
impossible to play on the Waldhorn and that the Naturmotive (melodic fragments 
based around the harmonic series), is merely a structure used by Strauss to create 
his horn solo. 5  Del Mar states “It will be noticed that, in fact, none of these 
Naturmotive can be played on the valveless Waldhorn for which this concerto is 
avowedly written.” 6  Further, “Throughout his life Strauss specialized in the 
                                                         
4 Ibid. 
5 Norman Del Mar, Richard Strauss: A Critical Commentary on His Life and Works, Vol. 1 (London: 
Barrie and Rockliff, 1962), 21. 
6 Ibid. 
3 
construction of themes which, while based on the technique of the natural horn, 
actually incorporated notes which were not readily obtainable without the use of 
valves.”7 
 
These statements make it clear that the title could suggest that a natural horn may 
be used for the performance of this work. The wording “not readily obtainable” does 
not mean that the notes cannot be obtained, but that some degree of difficulty exists 
in performing the concerto on the natural instrument. The reality is that the valve 
horn produces notes of the same tone colour, and shading throughout the registers. 
The soundscape of the natural horn is more varied, as notes of different pitches have 
a colour, and texture of their own. It is a little like comparing black and white to vivid 
colour. The natural horn has infinitely greater scope in texture. The valve horn has 
an even and consistent tone colour throughout the range, and can produce much 
louder dynamics; whereas the natural horn can be much softer, and texturally more 
interesting. 
 
Del Mar also notes, “Curiously enough, Strauss wrote the orchestral horn parts for 
the E flat crook, but the solo part is for the F horn, which was by then already 
gradually becoming the standard instrument.” 8  The phrase “already gradually 
becoming” indicates that the F crooked horn with three valves may not yet have 
been the standard instrument of choice amongst players. 
 
                                                         
7 Ibid., 21-22. 
8 Ibid., 21. 
4 
The orchestral horn players may have been using natural horns, which could be 
crooked into various keys, or valve horns that could be crooked into different keys. 
A fixed-pitch horn in F with three valves could have been limited to soloists, and 
premier horn players. The financial reality of the average musician may have 
prohibited the use of a fixed pitched instrument. Instruments with detachable 
sections, where the valve mechanism can be inserted and removed and various 
crooks for different keys, could have been utilised to fulfil the daily requirements of 
the average player. As Christian Ahrens states: “The use of detachable mechanisms 
on horns appears to have lasted in Germany until 1885.”9 Franz Strauss also used an 
instrument that could be crooked into various keys.10 Therefore we can imagine 
players would select instruments that gave them the best results within the 
circumstances they found themselves. 
 
Barry Tuckwell is also of the view that the concerto was not written for the 
Waldhorn, stating that: 
 
Unfortunately it has been inferred that this concerto was written for 
hand horn, which is clearly nonsense. Apart from the fact that 
Strauss’s father was a noted valve horn player, many passages would 
sound ludicrous on an F hand horn.11  
 
 
                                                         
9 Christian Ahrens, Valved Brass: The History of an Invention, trans. Steven Plank, Bucina: The Historic 
Brass Society Series No. 7 (Hillsdale, New York: Pendragon Press, 2008), 26. 
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1901," Hans Pizka, http://www.pizka.de/fstrau3.htm. Date accessed: 27 December 2016. 
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The modern perspective toward the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 is that it is for the 
Ventilhorn. As Tuckwell’s statement reiterates, to propose that the Waldhorn be 
used for this concerto, seems contrary to the internal evidence of the score. Yet, the 
fact remains that Franz Strauss, Richard Strauss’s father, was an influential horn 
player, who played both the Waldhorn and Ventilhorn.12 His son would have been 
aware of the two instruments, and the inherent differences of both. Closer analysis 
of the score suggests that in fact it may have been written for the older instrument. 
One scenario, which might account for the inconsistency, is that the concerto could 
have started out as a work for Waldhorn and piano, then later evolved into a 
concerto for Ventilhorn and orchestra. 
 
Richard Strauss’s early compositions (from the family archives), were either 
unpublished, or the initial compositional process of drafts, and notebook entries are 
unavailable. This vacuum of knowledge makes it difficult to assess the original intent 
of the composer, in regards to the concerto’s genesis. Richard Strauss’s early works 
were experiments in the compositional process. The horn concerto is thought to 
have been composed during 1882-1883, with an initial dedication to his father.13 
The horn concerto thus seems to have developed as a work in progress, with input 
from his father, Franz Strauss. The work first appeared in 1882, as a handwritten 
autograph score, for horn and piano, with the title Konzert für Waldhorn, Op. 11. The 
1882 autograph score, for horn and piano, was presumably the handwritten version 
used for the premiere in early 1883.14 The concerto was originally conceived with 
                                                         
12 Damm,  61. 
13 Ibid., 57. 
14 Ibid.  
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piano, and probably intended for use within the family home, with father and son as 
the performers. The orchestral version of the concerto was developed progressively 
over the intervening years (1882-1885), to be premiered in 1885. The editorial 
changes made to the 1882 handwritten score, for horn and piano, and to the final 
orchestral score published in 1885, may have been influenced by those close to 
Richard Strauss at this time. An extensive essay by Damm has dealt with the various 
source materials and editorial changes that took place during this period. 15 This 
evidence suggests that the concerto was an evolving work, with changes made 
before, and after the first public performances. The publications, which evolved over 
time, have minor alterations that persist to current times. Therefore, it may be a 
possibility that the work was originally conceived for the Waldhorn, and only later 
edited into a form that was considered suitable for the orchestral premiere. 
 
While there is no direct evidence to support such a hypothesis, I argue in this thesis 
that the internal evidence of the composition nevertheless indicates that the horn 
part of the concerto was influenced by the sound and characteristics of the natural 
horn. I also argue that contrary to the claims of successive performers and scholars, 
the advanced hand-horn techniques in use in the late nineteenth century would 
have made it entirely playable on the natural horn by expert performers such as 
Franz Strauss, Bruno Hoyer (1857-1926), Gustav Lenihos, and Oscar Franz. 
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Interestingly, when comparing the two concerti for horn by Richard Strauss, Damm 
conceded that it is in fact possible to play the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 on the 
natural horn, whereas the second concerto with its highly demanding technique is 
more aligned with the valve horn.16 On the other hand, in dismissing the possibility 
that the concerto could actually be for the natural horn, Damm places great 
importance on the fact that the solo horn part is notated in F, even though he 
concedes that the work is perfectly playable on the natural horn in E flat. For him, 
the fact that there is no original source material with the solo horn part notated in E 
flat seems to be all the evidence required to negate the use of a natural horn. 
 
The concept of historically informed performance practice has been developing over 
the last forty to fifty years. It may be time to revisit the question: what kind of 
performance might come closest to Strauss’s original conception of his first horn 
concerto? 17  The Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, though performed often, is rarely 
performed on a single F horn today. Current performers use the double horn in F 
and B flat, utilising mainly the B flat alto side. With the advent of triple horns (high 
F alto, B flat alto, and F), the sound and character of the work has become vastly 
different to what may have been the original intention of the composer. The use of 
modern instruments has led to some performers rendering an interpretation that is 
extremely harsh and loud. Modern instruments facilitate louder volumes, and allow 
greater security in production of the correct pitches, but sacrifice variety, and 
delicacy of tone colour. The lyrical melody which floats above – an extremely light 
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and delicate texture – is replaced with a heavy and labouring melody. These factors 
have combined to change the character of the work, to the point where it is 
considered, from the point of view of technical difficulty, to be at the performance 
level of advanced college students. This is in vast contrast to the original abilities of 
Franz Strauss, a seasoned professional, who considered the work too difficult to 
perform in public, although he performed it frequently within the family circle.18 
Strauss’s sister, Johanna Strauss, related to the English horn virtuoso Dennis Brain, 
that her father struggled with the solo part even on the high B flat crook, and that 
the recurring high B flats were too difficult for public performance. 19  The 
instruments of the nineteenth century differed from modern instruments. The bore 
size was narrower compared to modern instruments20, and the mouthpiece was 
funnel shaped – whereas the modern mouthpiece is a more cupped shape.21 These 
factors have changed the character of the sound, although they allow the player 
greater security of pitch, and endurance. The challenge for the performer today, is 
to capture the delicacy of sound, and variety of timbre, that a nineteenth-century 
horn player would have been able to achieve. Various commentators such as 
Bernard Shaw, 22  and Farquharson Cousins, have lamented this loss of the true 
character of the horn,23 while others think it is of little consequence.24 
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When we try to place ourselves into the position of a contemporary listener of the 
work, many questions arise. We must not only look at the written scores available. 
The historical context of the work, and the composer’s personal and musical 
development should also be taken into account. By keeping an open mind and 
investigating as many sources as are available, it may be possible to build a picture 
of what could have been the circumstances for the performer, composer, and 
listener, at the time of its composition, and performance. 
 
 The arguments against the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 being playable on the 
Waldhorn seem reasonable, but for me the seed of doubt had been sown. When the 
evidence is examined more closely, the conclusion that the horn concerto is not 
playable on the natural horn becomes less convincing. What if the genesis of the 
work was originally for a Waldhorn?
10 
Chapter Two 
Background 
By looking into the early life of Richard Strauss, it may be possible to build a picture 
of his temperament and musical tastes up until his composition of the Concerto for 
Horn, Op. 11. The influence of family and friends on the young Strauss may have 
been reflected in the concerto for horn. 
 
Richard Strauss (1864-1949) 
Richard Strauss was born into a middle class family in Munich.1 This was one of 
many factors that shaped, moulded and influenced his personality and 
temperament. As a boy, he was exposed to many musical experiences, and was able 
to develop a broad and diverse range of artistic knowledge.2 Strauss’s early musical 
training started with piano lessons at the age of four, and then later he studied the 
violin. His first attempted compositions were a Christmas carol, and then a polka.3 
Strauss received theory lessons from Friedrich Wilhelm Meyer (1818-1893), 
Hofkapellmeister of the Munich Court Orchestra. 4  Meyer was conservative in 
nature, and his methods traditional,5 suggesting that he would have agreed with the 
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opinions of Franz Strauss. 6 Franz Strauss’s influence on his son was ideological; 
Richard’s gods of music were Bach and Haydn. According to his younger sister, 
Johanna Strauss, “The first time he heard a Beethoven symphony he did not 
understand it, remained unmoved and even said he didn’t care for it.”7 This indicates 
that Strauss’s musical development was progressing steadily – he could understand 
the works of Bach, and Haydn, but it would require some time for him to assimilate 
the works of Beethoven, and Weber. The Strauss family was rarely exposed to the 
economic realities of life. Even the Franco-Prussian war of 1870 made little 
impression on Strauss’s development. He would have been aware of all the soldiers 
marching about the city, but accounts suggest that the family seemed oblivious to 
the political turmoil of the world around them.8 
 
Strauss composed many songs, mostly for his aunt Johanna who was an amateur 
mezzo-soprano. He also wrote two etudes for his father at the age of nine in the keys 
of E flat and E. This indicates his connection to the horn through his father, and early 
experimentation with composing for the horn. 9  In 1874, his great-grandmother 
Elizabeth Pschorr died leaving the family five thousand gulden. Part of the money 
was spent on a holiday in Italy, which indicates that Strauss had some limited 
contact outside of the German culture. The inheritance also funded the purchase of 
a Blüthner grand piano. 10  The Pschorr family concerts were an opportunity to 
perform, and listen to a variety of musical compositions. Strauss was involved in the 
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planning, as well as performing in these concerts. For a respectable middle class 
family like the Strauss’s, giving regular family concerts would have been seen as an 
essential part of domestic life. One family concert was documented in a letter from 
Strauss, to his father Franz, dated July 31, 1878: 
 
The Pschorrs came back on Saturday evening and I at once threw 
myself into organising a concert at which the following were 
performed (it took place on Tuesday at the Pschorrs): Enghausen’s C 
major Sonata, played by Robert, then the Tirolean folk song Hans und 
Lise, sung very prettily by Johanna, who was given a very pretty 
bouquet by Aunt Johanna, just like a proper singer, and very well 
accompanied by Robert; they both reaped great success. Then August 
played one of Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Songs without Words with - I 
am sorry to have to say – very little style or finesse; then August and I 
played Ich wollt’, meine Liebe ergösse sich, also by M. B., in which we 
both pleased greatly. Then I played Weber’s E♭ major Rondo to loud 
applause. Then the ‘Toy’ Symphony was given a most successful 
performance conducted and directed by me alone, but with everyone 
contributing their mites to its good conclusion and performing their 
parts very well. . . .11 
 
This gives an insight into the importance of the family concerts in regards to the 
development of Strauss’s early compositional style. The works he wrote for his aunt 
Johanna the mezzo soprano, and the horn works for his father, these compositions 
were steeped in the traditions of Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. 
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Richard Strauss attended the Royal Grammar School, the Ludwigs-Gymnasium in 
Munich, where he was a model student who worked hard. His form master, Carl 
Welzhofer, wrote the following report: 
 
There can be few pupils in whom a sense of duty, talent and liveliness 
are united to the degree that they are in this boy. His enthusiasm is 
very great, he enjoys learning and finds it easy. He attends closely in 
class; nothing escapes him. And yet he is incapable of sitting still for a 
moment, he finds a bench a very tiresome object. Unclouded 
merriment and high spirits sparkle in his eyes day after day; candour 
and good nature are written on his face. His work is good, very good. 
No teacher could help but take to a boy like this, indeed it is almost 
difficult to conceal one’s preference. Strauss is a promising musical 
talent.12 
 
This report from his teacher provides an insight into the personality of Richard 
Strauss, who essentially was a conformist – wanting to please, and impress those 
around him with his cleverness. 
 
In 1876, at the age of twelve, he finished his first complete orchestral score, a 
Festmarsch in E flat. His uncle George Pschorr subsidised its publication by Breitkopf 
& Härtel in 1881.13 In June 1876, the Strauss family travelled to Bayreuth for the 
first complete performance of Wagner’s Ring cycle. After which they travelled on to 
the Black Eagle Inn in Sillian, near the border of Italy. His sister recalled: 
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He had a great love for everything, mountains and forests, meadows 
and flowers, for all animals. . . . Our parents gave us many wonderful 
things, especially unlimited freedom. . . . On excursions and mountain 
walks, fishing, playing in the open air, we children were able to live 
without restrictions. Sillian was the quintessence of bliss for us. . . .14 
 
This allows us to see that Strauss had a varied, and diverse childhood. He witnessed 
many performances of what then would have been contemporary music, as well as 
the opportunities of travel. 
 
Richard Strauss played with the local amateur orchestra ‘Wilde Gungl’, gaining 
experience in ensemble playing on the violin, and opportunities to conduct, and try 
out his compositions.15 His next published work was the String Quartet, Op. 2, which 
was published in 1881 by Spitzwig of the firm Jos. Aibl. The work was dedicated to 
his relative, and violin teacher Benno Walter, and first performed on March 16, 1881 
by the Benno Walter Quartet.16 The Violin Concerto, Op. 8 is also dedicated to Benno 
Walter.17 Strauss was considered an acceptable pianist; his salon pieces for piano, a 
set of miniatures published as Op. 3, reveal strong influences of Schumann, 
Beethoven, and Mendelssohn.18  The Piano Sonata in B minor, Op. 5 dates from 1880, 
and has the first movement built around the theme from Beethoven’s Fifth 
Symphony, and the Adagio Cantabile is built around Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne 
Worte.19 These compositions highlight the fact that Strauss is producing works of a 
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conservative nature that was still firmly rooted in the past, and still being heavily 
influenced by the classical masters. 
 
Strauss entered the University of Munich in August 1882, studying philosophy, 
aesthetics, history of art, and literature.20 Strauss’s composition the Serenade Es-Dur 
für Blaser, Op. 7 premiered on November 27, 1882, with the conductor Franz 
Wüllner, who premiered many first performances of Strauss’s works including Till 
Eulenspiegel, and “Don Quixote”.21 The Serenade Es-Dur für Blaser, Op. 7 (1881)22 is 
scored for double woodwind with four horns, and contrabassoon, which is very 
similar in scoring to the Suite in B-Dur für Blasinstrumente, Op. 4 (1884).23 Strauss 
dedicated the Serenade Es-Dur für Blaser, Op. 7 to Meyer.24 This dedication to Meyer 
is important in understanding Strauss’s conservative style of writing. Richard 
Strauss spent many years under Meyer’s instruction in the classical techniques of 
composition, which he utilised throughout his lifetime. Richard Strauss used two 
pairs of horns, one pair in E flat, and the other pair in B flat basso. These horn parts 
are quite playable on the Waldhorn. Mozart used the same method of pitching pairs 
of horns in various keys in his Gran Partita.25 The Suite in B-Dur für Blasinstrumente, 
Op. 4 uses two pairs of horns in B flat basso for the Praeludium, and then the horns 
change crooks to pairs in F and C for the Romanze. For the Gavotte, Introduktion und 
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Fuge he has the horns change crooks to pairs in F, and B basso.26 These two works 
demonstrate Strauss’s complete understanding of the natural horn. His writing 
pushes the boundary of the technique to the limit, but at no point in these works 
does the spectre of the valve horn appear. 
 
Hans von Bülow placed the Serenade Es-Dur für Blaser, Op. 7 in his regular 
repertoire, and requested Strauss compose another work for the same combination 
of instruments. This second work became the Suite in B-Dur für Blasinstrumente, Op. 
4, the structure of which was influenced by Bülow.27 This highlights how Strauss 
was influenced by those around him to make significant changes to his music. 
Strauss was aware that he would further his career and increase his chances of 
success by making some compromises. 
 
The Symphony in D minor (1880) and Overture in C (1883) were both premiered 
with the then principal conductor of the Munich Court Opera, Herman Levi. 28 
Strauss regarded them as student works, and not worth publishing.29  The Cello 
Sonata (1882) has the distinction of containing a cadence straight out of the second 
act of Parsifal.30 This example shows how Strauss absorbed outside influences, and 
used the material in his own compositions. 
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Works for horn produced by Strauss for his father Franz, include a song Ein Alphorn 
hör’ ich schallen with an obbligato horn part, and the Theme and Variations for Horn 
and Piano. Both works had been written when Strauss was fourteen, and dedicated 
to his father.31 The Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 was originally dedicated to his father, 
but later dedicated to Oscar Franz, principal horn in the Dresden Court Orchestra.32  
 
There is no evidence to show what type of horn Franz Strauss may have used to 
perform the concerto in the family home. However the comment by Johanna Strauss, 
his daughter that he found the work challenging even on the high B flat crook may 
indicate that he attempted the concerto on several types of instruments and 
crooks.33 This would indicate a work that was still evolving throughout this period. 
 
The first public performance of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 took place in 1883, 
with Bruno Hoyer (1857-1926), a former student of Franz Strauss, and Richard 
Strauss at the piano. This performance took place shortly after the completion of the 
concerto, in the Münchener Tonkunstlervereins. 34  The first performance with 
orchestra was in March 1885, with Bülow conducting the Meiningen concert, with 
Gustav Leinhos as horn soloist.35 Strauss described Gustav Leinhos as a soloist of 
great accuracy, who had a tone similar to that of his father, Franz Strauss.36 The 
reviewer of the 1885 concert describes a Waldhorn with valves, this confirms that 
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the work was performed with a Ventilhorn.37 Other performances prior to 1885 do 
not state what type of instrument was used. 38 The orchestral performance with 
Oscar Franz did not take place until January 29, 1886.39 The reasons for the delay in 
Oscar Franz performing the work are not clear. Having a dedication to a high profile 
musician and teacher ultimately helped with sales of the concerto by a then 
unknown composer. 
 
Strauss spent three months in Berlin, from December 21, 1883 until March 29, 1884. 
He was busy visiting the city’s leading concert halls, theatres, and salons; and 
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“Uber die Uraufführung berichtete ein ungenannter Rezensent: ‘Es ist dieses durchaus kein Werk, bei 
dem es sich mehr um die darzulegende technische Gewandtheit, oder um bloße Form, sondern um 
die jedem Kunstwerke zu Grunde liegenden Ideen handelt, nach denen es den wahren Interessen der 
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Ausdauer des Atems, sowie eine seltene Festigkeit der Embouchure. Die tiefen Tone seines 
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Sicherheit, und alle diese Eigenschaften bilden das höchst beifallswürdige Moment seiner Virtuosität; 
auch hinsichtlich des Passagenwerkes (im Rondo) und des Ansatzes der hohen Horntöne glauben 
wir, dass unser erster Hornist denen anderer berühmten Kapellen nicht nach, sondern gleichsteht. 
[Hier folgt im Text als Fußnote:] Die Leistung des Herrn Leinhos wurde mit Große Sympathie 
entgegengenommen.’” 
 
[An undisclosed reviewer reported on the premiere: ‘This is by no means a work of technical skill, or 
of mere form, but of the ideas underlying each work of art, according to which the true interests of 
the Art. Mr. Leinhos blows on a forest horn with valves and possesses great strength and endurance 
of the breath, as well as a rare strength of the embouchure. The deep sounds of his instrument appear 
to be forced without the rattles and drones of the metal crashes. The sound of the sound, the piano, 
and the portamento, dominate Mr. L. with extraordinary certainty, and all these qualities form the 
most conspicuous moment of his virtuosity; Also with regard to the passages (in the rondo) and the 
approach of the high horns, we believe that our first horn is not equal to those of other famous 
chapels. (Here follows the footnote in the text:) The performance of Mr. Leinhos was received with 
great sympathy].  
NB: Unless otherwise indicated, translations throughout this thesis are my own. 
38 Ibid., 29. 
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meeting musicians, impresarios, and publishers. Some of the famous people Strauss 
encountered at this time included the violinist Joseph Joachim, composer Johannes 
Brahms, pianists Karl Klindworth and Eugen d’Albert, impresario Hermann Wolf, 
publisher Hugo Bock, and conductors Robert Radecke and Hans von Bülow. Strauss 
played his Cello Sonata with Robert Hausmann, and the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 
with Gustav Leinhos. Strauss may have received some recommendations from 
Leinhos on how to improve his concerto, and Bülow could have suggested to Strauss 
that with some changes a performance with orchestra in the future would be viable. 
Strauss attended the premiere performance of his Serenade Es-Dur für Blaser, Op. 7, 
which took place on February 27, 1883, with Franz Mannstadt conducting the 
Meininger Hofkapelle. He also attended the premiere performance of the Concerto 
Overture in C minor, on March 21, 1883, with Robert Radecke conducting the Berlin 
Hofkapelle.  
 
The success that Strauss’s works enjoyed in Berlin meant that when he returned to 
Munich, he was no longer a little-known young composer, but was now a composer-
conductor, with a promising career ahead of him.40 The premiere of Don Juan in 
1889 is considered to be his first real success as a composer. George Marek 
describes Strauss’s early works as, “all rather academic, all professionally put 
together, but none of them really original or convincing.”41 Marek continues, “It is 
certain that in his early years the father’s taste was reflected in the son.”42 These 
statements indicate that Strauss’s early works are extremely conservative and 
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vulnerable to the influences of his father, as well as others outside the family circle. 
This would account for the many drafts and changes to the works of the early period 
in Strauss’s compositions. Scott Warfield contends that: “Strauss spoke the common, 
conservative musical language of mid-nineteenth-century Germany” 43 – this seems 
to confirm the conservative nature of Strauss’s early works.
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Chapter Three 
Influences 
By investigating the influences on Strauss’s decision-making, it may become clearer 
what the original intent of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 may have been. Strauss may 
have been influenced by his father, and by other composers, and conductors. 
 
Franz Strauss (1822-1905) 
Franz Strauss was born February 26, 1822, in Parkstein, a small town in eastern 
Bavaria.1  Franz Strauss, an illegitimate child, was born into poverty, and adopted 
by his uncle Michael Walter Strauss (a night watchman), after his father Johann 
Urban Strauss abandoned the family. He was raised following the authoritarian 
Catholic-Bavarian tradition of strict discipline, and vigorous tuition. He studied 
guitar, violin, trumpet, and Waldhorn, and as a child sang, and played in local public 
ceremonies2, and later went on to become first horn in the Court Orchestra, and a 
professor at the Royal School of Music.3 In 1851 he married Elisa Marie Seiff, the 
daughter of a military bandmaster, with whom he had a son and daughter.4  
 
In 1853, Franz’s first child died of tuberculosis, then in 1854, his wife, and second 
child died of cholera, leaving him a widower at the age of thirty-two. 5  He later 
                                                         
1 Schuh, 7. 
2 Ibid., 8.  
3 Ibid., 9. 
4 Ibid.  
5 Ibid. 
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married Josepha Pschorr, the daughter of a Munich brewer.6 This second marriage 
resulted in two children, Richard Strauss, and Johanna Strauss.7 The family finances 
were now assured through marriage, and this enabled Franz to give his children 
every opportunity available to them, and helped establish Richard’s early career.8 
In 1942, Richard wrote this about his father: 
 
He was what is called a man of principle. He would have considered it 
dishonest ever to revise a judgement on an artistic subject once he had 
arrived at it, and remained impervious to my theories even in his old 
age. His musical creed worshipped the trinity of Mozart (above the 
others), Haydn and Beethoven. These were followed by the Lieder 
composer Schubert, by Weber, and, at some distance, by Mendelssohn 
and Spohr.9 
 
The memories of his father are a strong reminder of the conservative environment, 
within which Richard Strauss grew up. His early works are by his own estimation of 
little consequence, as he had not found his own style, or even the confidence to break 
away from the traditions that his childhood was firmly based upon. 
 
Bülow described Franz Strauss as “the Joachim of the horn”; he was renowned for 
his smoothness of tone and security of production. 10 Richter was considered an 
outstanding horn player, and he held Franz in high regard. Bülow and Richter 
                                                         
6 Ibid., 10. 
7 Ibid., 11-12. 
8 Del Mar, 2. 
9  Richard Strauss, Recollections and Reflections, ed. Willi Schuh, trans. L. J. Lawrence (Westport, 
Conneticut: Greenwood Press, 1974), 127. 
10 Alan Walker, Hans von Bülow: A Life and Times (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 136. 
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disapproved of Franz’s disparaging attitude of Wagner, and his music, but they both 
still respected his talent as a musician. 
 
Franz Strauss was unable to appreciate some of the contemporary music being 
written during the nineteenth century. He was much too conservative in his tastes 
to be able to understand, acknowledge, or even appreciate the new music of his day. 
Richard had this to say about his father: 
 
To him the later Beethoven works, from the finale of the seventh 
symphony onward, were no longer “pure music” (one could almost 
scent in them the Mephistophelian figure Richard Wagner). . . . Where 
music ceased to be a play of sounds and became, quite consciously, 
music as expression, my father only followed with mental 
reservations. He approved of Tannhäuser; Lohengrin was too sweet 
for his liking and he was incapable of appreciating the later Wagner, 
although no one gave as spirited a rendering of the horn solo in Tristan 
and Die Meistersinger as he.11 
 
Therefore, it was no surprise that Franz would not be able to comprehend the new 
music of Wagner, and in reality would be offended by its very existence. Franz had 
this to say about Wagner: 
 
You can have no conception of the idolatry that surrounds this 
drunken ruffian. There is no ridding me now of my conviction that the 
man is ill with immeasurable megalomania and delirium, because he 
drinks so much, and strong liquor at that, that he is permanently 
                                                         
11 Strauss, Recollections and Reflections, 127. 
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intoxicated. Recently he was so tight at a rehearsal that he almost fell 
into the pit.12 
 
This highlights the differences between Franz Strauss and Wagner. Franz could not 
bring himself to have any respect for a man of such opposite behaviour, and thinking 
to his own, let alone accept his new music as the way of the future. In 1883, news of 
Wagner’s death was conveyed to the Munich Court Orchestra during a rehearsal, the 
conductor Hermann Levi suggested that as a mark of respect the Orchestra stand in 
silence. Franz defiantly remained seated.13 
 
Strauss was not a natural systematic thinker, but he was a voracious reader. He had 
a never-ending musical curiosity, matched with the ability to distil the best out of 
the many musical works he heard. By 1883, Strauss, then aged nineteen, passed his 
matriculation examination, and by this time, he had already formed lifelong habits 
that could not be strengthened by further study. Strauss would come to say in later 
years, “I soon opted for the acquisition of that kind of knowledge through reading 
and making my own choice of teachers.”14 Strauss could not help but be influenced, 
and moulded by those around him. Ultimately however he developed his own style, 
and created some of the most influential music of the late nineteenth, and early 
twentieth century. 
                                                         
12 Schuh, 6. 
13 Ibid.  
14 Charles Youmans, Richard Strauss's Orchestral Music and the German Intellectual Tradition: The 
Philosophical Roots of Musical Modernism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 89. 
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Ludwig Thuille (1861-1907) 
Ludwig Thuille, Richard Strauss’s childhood friend, was beneficial to his musical 
development. 15  The relationship, during the early years, was one of sharing 
knowledge, and an enthusiasm for music. This was at least an opportunity for 
Strauss to explore without fear of criticism. The letters that they wrote to one 
another give an insight into Strauss’s musical development, and temperament. 
Thuille, a composer and theorist, was a leading member of the Munich School, and 
became professor of composition at the Königliche Akademie der Tonkunst in 
Munich.16  
 
The two boys first met in 1872, when Strauss’s mother had heard of an orphan boy 
who was musically gifted. He was invited over, and very quickly became a regular 
visitor to the Strauss family home. Together the boys explored music with equal 
enthusiasm. In 1876, Thuille left for schooling at the Gymnasium in Innsbruck, and 
undertook studies with Joseph Pembaur, before returning to Munich in 1879. The 
correspondence of this period between Strauss and Thuille, gives an insight into 
Strauss’s early development and personality.17 The following excerpt is from a letter 
from Strauss to Thuille dated December 31, 1877: 
 
So far as learning instrumental music is concerned, I can only give you 
one piece of good advice – not to learn it from a book, since this, as my 
father says, is the worst thing. So I advise you not to buy a book, since 
                                                         
15 Bryan Gilliam, The Life of Richard Strauss (Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University 
Press, 1999), 15. 
16 Susan Gillespie, "Selections from the Strauss-Thuille Correspondence: A Glimpse of Strauss During 
His Formative Years," in Richard Strauss and His World, ed. Bryan Gilliam (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1992), 193. 
17 Gilliam, 13-14.  
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even my papa only knows one by Hector Berlioz, who is a real 
scribbler and hack; instead ask Herr Pembaur for a table covering the 
range and best position of the various instruments that are used and 
learn the rest, that is the use and application of the same, from the 
scores of the great old masters, which Herr Pembaur, if you ask Frau 
Nagiller to lean on him a bit, will surely lend you.18 
 
From this it can be discerned that Strauss was influence by the past Germanic 
Masters, and used his ear to attain a greater understanding of an individual 
instrument’s innate character, and essence. Strauss (as far as can be known), never 
took formal lessons on the horn, so his understanding would have come from 
hearing his father practising solo horn passages, performing with the orchestra, and 
accompanying him on the piano on works such as Mozart’s horn concertos, and 
Beethoven’s horn sonata.19 Right up until the end of the nineteenth century, the 
natural horn was considered a starting point in a student’s education on the horn. 
Strauss’s horn writing is essentially not aligned with the modern valve technique, 
but rather with the colourful and expressive technique of the natural horn. The 
following excerpt, from a letter to Thuille dated Munich, February 6, 1878, 
illustrates Strauss’s fascination with, and love of Mozart, tempered with his regard 
for Beethoven: 
 
For me Beethoven is never greater than Mozart, the two of them are 
at the exact same level in their own way; Mozart is even more many-
sided than Beethoven; wait until you come here, and your eyes will be 
opened about Mozart.20 
                                                         
18 Gillespie, 198. 
19 Schuh, 11-25. 
20 Gillespie, 200. 
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A letter to Thuille dated Thursday, April 4, 1878, highlights Strauss’s dilemma when 
listening to Wagner’s music. Strauss thinks the music is clever, but the overall result 
is he is bored. His ridicule of Wagner’s opera Siegfried is mostly a critique of a 
particular performance of Siegfried, and how dreadful it all was – with the repetitive 
motifs, and how it is all a jumble of ideas thrown together. The interesting point is 
that he is impressed by the cleverness of Wagner, and that this is the only redeeming 
feature of the music. Strauss has no regard for Wagner’s music, and is firmly centred 
in the traditional melodic and harmonic language, of the Germanic masters, Mozart, 
Haydn, and Beethoven: 
 
So recently I was in Siegfried and I can tell you, I was bored stiff, I was 
quite frightfully bored. . . . But it was beautiful, incredibly beautiful, 
this wealth of melodies, this dramatic intensity, this fine 
instrumentation, and clever it was, eminently beautiful! You will think 
he’s lost it, well I will make it all right again and tell you it was dreadful 
. . . and always the same thing and always equally boring . . . horrible, 
miserable. . . . But clever!!!21 
 
Even though Richard Strauss had stated previously that Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) 
was a hack. He did have some respect for his ability to orchestrate, as illustrated by 
the excerpt from the letter dated Saturday, February 22, 1879: “Then two female 
singers from here sang Due Notturne from an opera by Berlioz, which is not bad, at 
least it sounds good in E major; and what I like about Berlioz in general, all his things 
are well orchestrated.” 22 
                                                         
21 Ibid., 207-09. 
22 Ibid., 221. 
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The Variations for Horn in E flat, is one of two works Richard Strauss wrote for his 
father at this time; the other was Ein Alphorn hör’ ich schallen,  a work for soprano 
and piano with horn obbligato, composed in 1878.23 Strauss did not specify what 
kind of instrument was to be used, but he did notate the solo part in E flat. Strauss 
also intended to rewrite the variations, as the following excerpt from a letter to 
Thuille dated Munich, July 22, 1879, reveals: “First, though, I have to make changes 
to the Variations for Horn in E flat major and write for human lungs and lips, for they 
are practically impossible to perform as they are.”24 It is interesting to note that the 
three solo works written in his youth, as well as the Zweites Hornkonzert, written 
some sixty years later, near the end of his life, all share the same key of E flat. This is 
noteworthy since the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 is, paradoxically, the only work in 
the key of E flat in which the solo part is notated in F. 
 
Hans von Bülow (1830-1894) 
Hans von Bülow, the famous conductor who mentored Strauss’s early conducting 
career, was involved in the premiere of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. Bülow was 
initially not very impressed with Strauss – Bülow’s first impression of Strauss in 
1881 was not favourable of his Fünf Klavierstücke, Op. 3: 
 
Do not care for the piano piece by Richard Strauss in the least . . .  
Lachner has the imagination of a Chopin by comparison. Fail to find 
any signs of youth in his invention. Not a genius in my most sincere 
belief, but at best a talent, with 60% aimed to shock.25 
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Strauss and Bülow first met personally on February 26, 1884. Later that year, Bülow 
commissioned Strauss to write the Suite for Thirteen Wind Instruments, Op. 4, for 
the Meininger Hofkapelle. Strauss was asked to conduct the work without rehearsal, 
at the matinee performance of the Meininger Hofkapelle at Munich’s Odeon on 
November 18, 1884. Bülow remained off stage during the concert, and when Franz 
Strauss came to thank him for the opportunity he had given his son, Bülow reacted 
negatively towards Franz. Richard related the following account: 
 
He pounced on my father like a ravening lion. “You have nothing to 
thank me for,” he yelled, “I haven’t forgotten the way you treated me, 
here in this god-forsaken city. I did what I did today because your son 
has talent, not for your sweet sake.” Without another word my father 
left the room, whence all others has fled as soon as they saw Bülow 
erupt.26 
 
This evidence shows how Bülow gradually recognised Strauss, and his potential as 
a composer, as well as a conductor. In 1881, Bülow considered him of little 
consequence, but by 1883, Bülow saw Strauss as a young man with potential. This 
was followed by the performance of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, now with 
orchestra, performed by Gustav Leinhos, and conducted by Bülow at Meiningen, on 
March 4, 1885. From October 1885, Strauss served as the Hofmusikdirektor at the 
Grand Duchy of Meiningen, an appointment arranged by Bülow.27
                                                         
26 Ibid., 80. 
27 Ibid. 
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Chapter Four 
Horn Technique 
Horn technique at the time of Richard Strauss’s birth was split between the natural 
horn and valve horn. His father Franz Strauss practiced and performed on the valve 
instrument within the orchestra. This would have enabled Strauss to attain a 
reasonably clear understanding of the capabilities of the valve instrument. Strauss 
would also have been aware of the natural horn, and the inherent differences in 
tone, and sound quality of each degree of the scale on the Waldhorn, as compared to 
the uniformity of the tone colour on the Ventilhorn.  
 
By the nineteenth century, the Waldhorn had established itself throughout Europe, 
England, and the subsequent colonies. Like many instruments, its path of 
development, and inclusion into society, had taken place over an extended period of 
time. Initially, the horn was used outdoors, as a signalling instrument for the hunt, 
and then indoors, as a reinforcement of the rhythm and tone colour within the 
orchestra. Eventually the horn became a melodic instrument of the orchestra, 
initially with the use of the extreme high register, and then with the use of hand-
stopping in other registers. By the end of the seventeenth century, the horn was a 
recognised solo instrument, and an integral part of the orchestra.
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Seventeenth Century 
Count Franz Anton von Sporck (1662-1738) is attributed with bringing the French 
instrument Chasse à courre1 back with him to Bohemia. The instrument was mainly 
used for signalling on the hunt, as well as in music for hunting masses. Sporck’s love 
of music, and the hunt, inspired him to develop his own orchestra, which included 
the use of the Chasse à courre, which became known in German as Parforcejagd 
(Figure 1). Wenzel Sweda (c. 1638-1710), and Peter Röllig (c. 1650-1722), were 
bondsmen of Sporck, and had learnt the art of playing in Paris.2 They returned to 
Bohemia in the 1680s, where under Sporck’s patronage the Bohemian school of 
playing flourished.3 
 
Figure 1 Parforce-Jagdhorn, Anton Kerner, Vienna, 1777. 
Source: Horace Fitzpatrick, The Horn and Horn-Playing and the Austro-Bohemian Tradition from 1680-1830 
(London New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), 139. 
                                                         
1 Hunting horn. 
2 Humphries, 7. 
3 Horace Fitzpatrick, The Horn and Horn-Playing and the Austro-Bohemian Tradition from 1680-1830 
(London New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), 9-25. 
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The Parforcejagd only produced notes of the harmonic series, whose frequencies are 
integral multiples of a single frequency, termed the fundamental.4 The fundamental 
is changed with the lengthening or shortening of the instrument’s tubing, resulting 
in a change of the fundamentals pitch. The Parforcejagd was manufactured in 
various keys, the tonal qualities of the instrument being brilliant, penetrating, 
trenchant, and evocative of the hunt.5 
 
Figure 2 shows the harmonic series corresponding to the fundamental of C. Pitches 
shown as whole notes are considered to be relatively in tune, the filled-in notes 
being considered out of tune, in tempered Western tonal music.6 The Parforcejagd 
played these pitches as they occurred on the instrument, creating a unique tonal 
soundscape, which the modern ear takes a little getting used to.7 
 
Figure 2 The notes of the harmonic series. 
 
 
                                                         
4 Don Michael Randel, ed. The New Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), 364. 
5 Fitzpatrick, 9-25. 
6 Randel, 364. 
7 Kurt Janetzky, Jagdmusik für Original Parforcehorner (München: Orfeo International Music, 1982), 
CD Liner notes, Orefeo C 034 821 A. The liner notes mentions the difference in tuning in contrast to 
the tempered tuning that we are accustomed to hearing. 
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Eighteenth Century 
During the eighteenth century the Waldhorn developed as improvements and 
modifications were made to cater for the specific needs of the players. 8  The 
development was mainly driven by the virtuosic requirements of Anton Joseph 
Hampel, and Giovanni Punto. 
 
The instrument makers Michael and Johannes Leichnambschneider are credited 
with the development of the Waldhorn, at around the beginning of the eighteenth 
century. Although the Waldhorn of this period shares much of the character of the 
Parforcejagd, the Waldhorn is darker, and broader in sound, having fewer overtones 
in its tonal spectrum.9 This darker, and mellower character was the main reason for 
the Waldhorn’s popularity as a solo instrument. The precise date of when crooks 
were introduced is not known; it is assumed that this took place during the early 
eighteenth century.10 Following these improvements, composers such as J. S. Bach 
composed intricate, and florid melodic lines for the instrument. The “Quoniam” from 
the B Minor Mass, and the Brandenburg Concerto, No. 1 highlight the prestige, and 
versatility of the Waldhorn in the late Baroque era.11 
 
  
                                                         
8 Fitzpatrick, 169. 
9 Ibid., 36-37. 
10 Ibid., 44. 
11 Ibid., 58. 
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Anton Joseph Hampel (c. 1710-1771) 
The most important development for the natural horn was the hand-stopping 
technique. Its invention has been attributed to Anton Joseph Hampel, a Bohemian 
horn player and teacher.12 Hampel arrived in Dresden in 1737, to a position within 
the Royal Orchestra.13 A new style of low horn playing then developed, with wide 
leaps into the low register, and “factitious notes” 14  lipped down from the third 
harmonic appeared in the works of Dresden composers. The earliest example of 
these pitches being used can be dated to 1740 by Johann Georg Pisendel (1687-
1755), who made additions to the horn part in a violin concerto by Franz Benda.15 
The method of putting the hand into the bell of the instrument to vary the pitch was 
developed sometime after 1750, although 1770 has been touted as the official time 
of its inclusion in horn technique. A separate school of horn playing developed in 
Dresden, where the Trumpeters’ Guild forbade members from playing the horn – 
this resulted in the use of rudimentary hand-stopping by the low horn players from 
as early as 1717.16  
 
The hand-stopping method allows the instrument to have a diatonic scale in the 
second octave, a chromatic scale through the third and fourth octaves, the lowest 
octave being rarely used for melodic writing. Mozart’s horn concertos were written 
for this technique of hand-stopping. The stopping technique requires the player to 
                                                         
12 Ibid., 84. 
13 Ibid., 109. 
14  Louis-Francois Dauprat, Method for Cor Alto and Cor Basse, trans. Viola Roth (Bloomington, 
Indiana: Birdalone Music, 1994), 37. 
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close up the bell of the instrument with the right hand, thus lowering the pitch 
downward until the required pitch is attained. This process has the effect of not only 
changing pitches, but also varying the tone colours, and the overall loudness, which 
can be attained throughout the range.17  
 
Johann Werner (fl. 1750) 
Dresden instrument maker Johann Werner was able to adapt Hampel’s ideas, and 
translate them into reality. These ideas included redesigning the orchestral horn, so 
that the Viennese-type terminal crook (Figure 3) could be replaced with a fixed lead 
pipe.  
 
Figure 3 Late eighteenth century horn with crooks. 
 
Source: Barry Tuckwell, Horn. Yehudi Menuhin Music Guides. London: Kahn and Averill, 2002, 24. 
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Circa 1753, Hampel, and Johann Werner, developed a new model of horn which 
became known as the Inventionshorn (Figure 4).18 This resulted in the crooks being 
inserted into the main body of the instrument. To do this, Werner cut one of the coils 
as it passed the neck of the bell, thus allowing him to then bend the two ends inward. 
He then straightened them, some distance apart, so they would lie parallel to one 
another. This allowed crooks of various sizes to be inserted into the sockets.19 The 
new system provided improved efficiency in crook changing, and tuning. The 
Inventionshorn allowed for a fixed lead pipe, and this resulted in a fixed distance 
from the mouth to the instrument. The Waldhorn, with the terminal crook method, 
required the positioning of the mouth, to change with every crooked key.20  
 
These improvements had drawbacks, for example the instrument now required 
bracing to stabilise the tubing where the crooks were inserted. In addition, the 
overall amount of conical tubing was reduced, since the insertion points required 
cylindrical tubing, as well as the crooks. These changes affected the softness, and 
freedom of tone noticeably, by making the instrument less mellow, and more 
strident.21 
  
                                                         
18 Fitzpatrick, 110-11. 
19 Ibid., 127. 
20 Ibid., 110. 
21 Ibid., 128. 
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Figure 4 Inventionshorn by F. Korn, Mainz, c. 1825-30. 
 
Source: John Humphries, The Early Horn: A Practical Guide. United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 
2000, 29.   
 
Another innovation to horn technique by Hampel was his development of a non-
transposing mute. Through his experimentation of inserting pads and plugs of 
various sizes and shapes into the bell of the instrument, he discovered it changed 
the pitch, and tone colour. Hampel discovered that by hollowing out the plug, and 
slightly enlarging it, that it did not change the pitch of the instrument, but would 
produce a very effective echo effect. The echo effect was very popular in the 
nineteenth century, and contributed to the Inventionshorn’s status as a solo 
instrument.22 
 
                                                         
22 Ibid., 110-11. 
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Giovanni Punto [Wenzel Stich] (1748-1803) 
The Waldhorn had long cemented its place in the orchestra with the symphonies of 
Mozart, and Haydn. The rise of the soloist throughout the second half of the 
eighteenth century pushed the technical skill of the orchestral player. This period 
saw prominent roles develop for the Waldhorn within the ensembles to which it was 
combined. The most famous and recognised soloist of the era was Giovanni Punto 
(Wenzel Stich), from the Austro-Bohemian school. His musical style of playing was 
documented as having a voice-like tone quality with a beautiful legato, which was 
balanced with incredible facility of staccato in both high, and low registers. Punto’s 
technical strength was in rapid scales and arpeggios, rather than large interval leaps 
– Mozart’s Sinfonia Concertante, K. 297b was written for Punto. His exceptional high 
register was complemented with his spectacular low register; he was like other 
influential soloists of the time, a natural low horn player.23 His skill as a horn player 
was immortalised in the Sonata for Piano and Horn, Op. 17 by Ludwig van 
Beethoven.24 Beethoven’s Sonata contains rapid arpeggios, quick moving scales, and 
chromatic lines, as well as the extreme low register notes.25 Ferdinand Ries (1784-
1838), a pupil of Beethoven, wrote his Sonate für Horn und Klavier F-Dur, Op. 34 in 
1811. Ries’s Sonata has many similar traits of Beethoven’s Sonata, including lyrical 
melodic lines, rapid arpeggios, and scales, as well as the addition of the low written 
E of the premiere octave.26 
 
                                                         
23 Ibid., 168-73. 
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25 Fitzpatrick, 173. 
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When a modification was implemented, a new name was given to the resulting 
instrument. The first instruments to have a tuning slide attached were named cors 
à l'anglaise (Figure 5).27 
 
Figure 5 Cors à l'anglaise. 
Source: Barry Tuckwell, Horn. Yehudi Menuhin Music Guides. London: Kahn and Averill, 2002, 30. 
 
The creation of the cor-solo (Figure 6), in 1781, by the instrument maker Lucien-
Joseph Raoux (1753-c. 1821), was in response to an order for three silver horns for 
the players Punto, Carl Thürrschmidt (1753-1800), and Johann Palsa (1752-1792). 
These instruments were designed for optimum tone quality in the keys of D, E, E flat, 
F, and G, and only these crooks were supplied. Owing to the ease of intonation, the 
cor-solo gained a reputation for excellence, and Punto adopted the cor-solo 
henceforth.28  
  
                                                         
27  R. Morley-Pegge, The French Horn: Some Notes on the Evolution of the Instrument and of Its 
Technique, 2nd ed., Instruments of the Orchestra (London: Ernest Benn Limited, 1973), 22-23. 
28 Fitzpatrick, 169. 
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Figure 6 Cor-solo. 
 
Source: Barry Tuckwell, Horn. Yehudi Menuhin Music Guides. London: Kahn and Averill, 2002, 31. 
 
The Waldhorn, Inventionshorn, and cor-solo have differing qualities in tone 
production, tuning, and ease of use. The conical tubing was sacrificed for cylindrical 
sections to allow the facility of faster crook changes, which had a direct effect on the 
overall tonal character of the instruments. The cor-solo responded more favourably 
in terms of tuning and sound production than the Inventionshorn, because the 
number of keys the cor-solo was expected to utilise was less than half the number of 
keys of the Inventionshorn. The Waldhorn with its terminal crooks had retained the 
optimum amount of conical tubing, giving it a soft, dark sound with reliable tuning.29 
                                                         
29 Ibid., 148-49. 
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To sum up, every adjustment to the instrument would result in changing the sound 
characteristic of the horn.30 
 
By the end of the eighteenth century, the types of natural horn’s used varied. The 
French favoured the terminally crooked cor d’orchestre, the English the Viennese 
multiple system of master crooks, and couplers, and the Germans the 
Inventionshorn.31 
 
Nineteenth Century 
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the natural horn had achieved the status 
of a solo instrument. Not only had it become indispensable in woodwind chamber 
music, it was also capable of blending sublimely, with stringed instruments. The soft 
velvet tones of the natural horn suited the emerging salon music, which was growing 
in popularity within the upper middle classes of the nineteenth century. The natural 
horn had thus developed a tradition of being utilised in many varied ensembles, and 
styles of music, as well as crossing social, and economic levels of society.32 A notable 
innovation was the development of chamber music with the horn holding the central 
role of blending the sounds of the ensemble. The role within chamber music 
developed during the second half of the eighteenth century and increased in 
popularity throughout the nineteenth century. The horn with its tenor voicing and 
rhythmic pulse became a unifying element of the music. Combined with the ability 
                                                         
30 Ahrens, 118-19. 
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22. 
32 Ahrens, 19-28. 
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to play solo lines the instrument became invaluable, since it transformed and added 
another dimension to the musical language and soundscape of these ensembles. The 
various combinations of horn with other woodwind instruments, stringed 
instruments (including the harp), and voice, meant that the chameleon nature of the 
instrument was utilised fully. Chamber music by Danzi, Mengal, Gebauer, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Spohr, Lachner, Czerny, Rossini, Reicha, and Schubert (to name but a 
few), contains some of the most beautiful and intriguing music in which the nature 
of the Waldhorn is exploited to its fullest extent. 
 
Heinrich Domnich (1767-1844) 
Heinrich Domnich was a horn player and teacher who outlined in print a method for 
obtaining the various pitches throughout the range of the horn. 33  In 1807, the 
Méthode De Premier et de second Cor, par H. Domnich was published. This tutor 
showed the range and method of attaining sounds chromatically throughout four 
octaves.34 Domnich indicated tones in the first and second octaves that should be 
avoided due to the difficulty of production. However, this does not mean that the 
tones were unattainable, but rather that the quality and clarity of these tones should 
be taken into consideration when composing for the natural horn. In addition to this, 
Domnich pointed out that some tones in the range could be produced using two 
different hand positions. Enharmonic notes required different hand positions 
                                                         
33 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn: Some Notes on the Evolution of the Instrument and of Its Technique, 
98-99. 
34  Heinrich Domnich, Méthode De Premier Et De Second Cor, trans. Darryl Poulsen (Kirchheim, 
Germany: Hans Pizka, 1985), 16-18. 
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dependent upon the key of the music – which hand position should be utilised would 
be dictated by the tempo of the music and the relevant key. 
 
Figure 7 shows the lowest octave of the instrument, and the method of acquiring the 
pitches. 35  The first octave was rarely used for melodies. The second, and third 
harmonics were usually used for spelling out chord functions within the music. For 
instance, Beethoven used the second harmonic, and the dominant note below in his 
Sonata for Piano and Horn, Op. 17, producing a unique colourisation of the chords, 
which enhanced the chord changes played by the piano.36 Notes could be attained 
chromatically, by lipping downward from the second harmonic, although the quality 
and strength of these tones is weaker than in the upper registers.  
 
This difficult skill showed off the incredible technique that Giovanni Punto had 
mastered.37 It should also be noted that the fundamental note is not represented, 
because it is nearly impossible to produce on the low crooks, B flat basso, C basso, 
D, E flat, E, and F. It is only when we come to the shorter crooks, G, A, B flat alto, and 
C alto, that the fundamental can be readily produced.38 
  
                                                         
35 Ibid., 16. 
36 Beethoven, 11. Bars 160-162; 164-166. 
37 Fitzpatrick, 173. 
38 Gregory, 22-23. 
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Figure 7 Première Octave from Méthode De Premier et de second Cor, par H. Domnich. 
 
 
In the second octave, in which the diatonic scale from G ascending is available, the 
use of melodic material is relatively assured. Figure 8 shows the second octave, and 
the various methods used to attain specific pitches.39  
 
The earliest example of scale passages in the second octave dates from a Concerto 
in D Major (estimated to have been written between 1750 and 1760), which has 
been attributed to Hampel. The scale descends through the third and second 
octaves, in demisemiquavers, in the cadenza of the second movement.40 Beethoven 
mainly used arpeggio jumps in the second octave. The diatonic scale is utilised 
mainly in the third octave, but some chromatic movement is also present in the third 
octave of his Sonata for Piano and Horn, Op. 17.41 Mozart’s horn concerti use the 
                                                         
39 Domnich, 16-17. 
40 Fitzpatrick, 86-87. 
41 Ludwig van Beethoven, Sonata for Horn and Piano Op. 17 (New York City: International Music 
Company, 1952). 
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same method of arpeggio jumps in the second octave and scale passages in the third 
and fourth octaves.42 
 
Figure 8 Seconde Octave from Méthode De Premier et de second Cor, par H. Domnich. 
 
 
 
The third octave had less pitches altered by the hand, therefore melodic lines in this 
register were able to be smooth, and lyrical. The various tone colours blend more 
readily in this octave than in the lower octaves. Figure 9 shows the pitches of the 
third octave, and various methods of attaining certain pitches.43 
 
                                                         
42 Wolfgang Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 1 D-Dur mit Zwei Rondofassungen Kv 412/514 Klavierauszug, ed. 
Henrik Wiese (München: G. Henle Verlag, 2001); Hornkonzert Nr. 2 Es-Dur Kv 417 Klavierauszug, ed. 
Henrik Wiese, Urtext ed. (München: G. Henle Verlag, 2002); Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 
Klavierauszug, ed. Henrik Wiese, Urtext ed. (München: G. Henle Verlag, 2000); Hornkonzert Nr. 4 Es-
Dur Kv 495 Klavierauszug, ed. Henrik Wiese, Urtext ed. (München: G. Henle Verlag, 2002). 
43 Domnich, 17. 
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Figure 9 Troisième Octave from Méthode De Premier et de second Cor, par H. Domnich. 
 
 
By the nineteenth century, the third octave had become the most used for melodic 
lines associated with the horn. Famous solos such as those from; Mendelssohn’s “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream”, Schumann’s Larghetto from Symphony No. 1, Rossini’s 
Overture to Semiramide, and Brahms’ symphonies all used this register of the horn 
to great effect. Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony (1823-1824), unusually contains a 
fourth horn solo in the Adagio of the last movement, however it was not so 
remarkable within the context of the high standard of horn playing now achieved by 
orchestral players. The A flat major scale in the third octave for a Waldhorn crooked 
in E flat posed little problem for the performers of the day.44 The orchestral hand-
                                                         
44 Fitzpatrick, 188. 
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horn player of the early nineteenth century was now well versed in playing all scales 
on a given crook, for this had become part of the daily routine.45 
 
The fourth octave contains only three notes requiring pitch correction by the hand. 
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) used this register for his Brandenburg 
Concerto, No. 1, as well as for the “Quoniam” from his B Minor Mass. Indeed, the 
upper-most register had been used throughout the Baroque era. Carl Maria von 
Weber’s (1786-1826), Concertino for Horn in E, had the soloist playing from the 
lowest pitches of the horn well into the highest available on the instrument. Figure 
10 shows the pitches of the fourth octave, and various methods of attaining certain 
pitches.46 
 
Figure 10 Quatrième Octave from Méthode De Premier et de second Cor, par H. Domnich. 
 
                                                         
45 Ibid. 
46 Domnich, 18. 
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Punto was a very skilful horn player who could mitigate the shortcomings in tone 
quality, and volume, which occurred on stopped notes. Beethoven’s Sonata for Piano 
and Horn, Op. 17, which was written for him, is an example of how the octaves were 
being used. In the lowest octave there was still no melodic playing that could be 
achieved. The second octave tones also required much effort to produce, some tones 
only being playable at slower tempi.47 The third octave became the most utilised, as 
melodies in this octave were very effective. Mozart’s horn concertos used the 
mixture of open and stopped notes effectively. This created a unique landscape of 
melodic possibilities that have maintained their popularity and uniqueness to the 
present day. The fourth octave has maintained its appeal although the uppermost 
pitches tend to sound very shrill, and trumpet-like. 
 
Domnich used a written description for the fractional degrees of hand placement 
within the bell, while Dauprat used the fraction symbol to describe the amount of 
manipulation the hand was required to attain certain pitches. Oscar Franz, and 
Henri Kling, both used a symbol method to represent the various fractions used to 
attain pitches outside of the harmonic series.48 Reginald Morley-Pegge created his 
own chart comparing eight different treatises on the hand positions, using symbols 
to represent the fractional system.49 
 
 
                                                         
47 Ahrens, 1. 
48  Oscar Franz, Complete Method for the French Horn, trans. Gustav Saenger, Newly revised and 
enlarged ed. (New York: Carl Fischer, 1906), 35; Ahrens, 1-2. 
49 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn: Some Notes on the Evolution of the Instrument and of Its Technique, 
98-99. 
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It must be noted that Domnich instructed that the position of the hand in the bell is 
of paramount importance. He stated the hand should be placed only far enough into 
the bell, so as to take the edge off the brilliance of the sound: thus giving it a full and 
mellow tone, leaving enough room to adjust to a more open position, for raising of 
the seventh, tenth, and fourteenth harmonics. The hand can then also move to cover 
the bell opening, for adjusting the pitches downward. This should be done in a 
smooth action without jarring the instrument. This was achieved with the elbow 
moving towards the body, thus closing off the bell. The crook being used would 
determine the amount of adjustment required by the hand to correct the pitch, of 
each tone. Therefore, the longer the crook, the greater the adjustment required, in 
tuning each tone. The players had to use their ears, to determine how much 
movement was required, to correctly place the tones. The given hand positions of a 
half, three quarters, and fully closed, were merely guides to follow.50
                                                         
50 Domnich, 5; 29. 
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Chapter Five 
Valve Horn Invented 
The nineteenth century saw the slow rise of the valve horn to a position of 
dominance by the end of the century. The ability of the instrument to produce notes 
of equal tonal quality throughout the entire range was embraced by some, and 
rejected by others. The attachment of the valve mechanism changed the character 
of the horn to such an extent that they were now considered different instruments.1 
The hybrid method attempted to combine the advantages of the valve instrument 
with the hand-stopping technique of the natural horn. 
 
Friedrich Blühmel (d. before 1845) and Heinrich Stölzel (1772-1844) 
Independently of one another both Blühmel and Stölzel invented a valve mechanism 
that attached to the Waldhorn in 1814 (both patented the invention in April 1818). 
Blühmel and Stölzel attached only two valves to the instrument, which allowed the 
production of the fundamental in certain keys, but did very little to improve the low 
register. In June 1819 the music director Friedrich Schneider filed a short report for 
the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung that an instrument maker called Sattler in 
Leipzig had improved the “Chromatic Waldhorns with Valves” by adding a third 
valve, and positioning them so the common manner of holding the horn in the left 
hand could continue.2 
 
                                                         
1  Hector Berlioz, Berlioz's Orchestration Treatise: A Translation and Commentary, trans. Hugh 
MacDonald (United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 164; 80. 
2 Ahrens, 1-3.  
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Pierre-Joseph Émile Meifred (1791-1867) and Josef Rudolf Lewy (1802-1881) 
The period from 1818 to 1840 was one of development for the Ventilhorn, and 
during this period it is often difficult to identify which compositions were intended 
for the new instrument. The most prominent advocate for the new instrument was 
Josef Rudolf Lewy, who actively performed on both the Waldhorn and Ventilhorn, 
and it was during this period that Franz Schubert wrote his works primarily for the 
Waldhorn. John Humphries speculates that Auf dem Strom, D 934 was for a 
Ventilhorn.3 Although the work Nachtgesang im Walde, Op. 139b would be a more 
likely candidate, where the fourth horn part could be for a Ventilhorn in E.4 Schubert 
did not write the term ‘Ventilhorn’ on any of his compositions.  
 
The speculation that he may have written for the Ventilhorn comes from his working 
relationship with the Lewy brothers, as well as his apparent unidiomatic writing for 
the natural horn. The publication of the Etudes for Horn, by Georg Kopprasch in 1833 
is also problematic, as there is no clear indication as to whether the studies were for 
the Waldhorn or the Ventilhorn.5 
 
The Frenchman Pierre-Joseph Meifred added the most important innovation to the 
valve instrument: the inclusion of tuning slides for each valve mechanism (although 
the instrument retained the ability to change crooks cor-solo style, into the keys E, E 
                                                         
3 Humphries, 93-97. 
4 Franz Schubert, Nachtgesang Im Walde für Vier Männerstimmen und Vier Hörner Op. 139b (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1891). 
5 Robert Merrill Culbertson, Jr., "The Kopprasch Etudes for Horn" (DMA diss, The University of Texas 
at Austin, 1990), 100-07. 
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flat, D, and F).6 Meifred, who had been conducting a Ventilhorn class at the Paris 
Conservatoire since 1833, published the first tutor for the valve instrument in 1840. 
His tutor Méthode pour le Cor Chromatique au à Pistons was intended to complement 
the tutor by Louis-François Dauprat of 1824, Méthode de Cor Alto et Cor Basse.7 
Meifred states that he set out to improve the German instrument with five elements 
in mind: 
 
1. Restore notes lacking on the horn; 
2. Improve intonation on some notes; 
3. Turn muffled notes into sonorous tones, but retain notes of minimal hand-
stopping; 
4. Keep the characteristic sound of the leading note in all keys; 
5. Not deprive composers of crooks, each which have their own distinctive 
character.8 
 
Meifred was attempting to combine the Waldhorn method of playing with the use of 
valves. This hybrid method was to survive for some time. Essentially, Lewy and 
Meifred were both extending the natural horn’s capabilities by limited and judicious 
use of valves to enhance the tonal sound of the instrument. 
 
In 1850 publishers were clearly still reticent about the Ventilhorn. Robert Schumann 
had to write a letter of endorsement to the publisher, recommending Lewy highly, 
                                                         
6 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn: Some Notes on the Evolution of the Instrument and of Its Technique, 
35. 
7 Ibid., 108-09. 
8 Ibid., 108. 
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before Lewy could get his Zwölf Etüden für Chromatisches Horn und Naturhorn mit 
Klavierbegleitung published. This set contains two studies for the natural horn, and 
ten for the valve horn. Lewy states in the preface: 
 
The following Etudes are to be played on the chromatic horn in F. But 
the valves will be used only where necessary to produce clear, distinct 
tones. In fact, compositions for “normal” horn can be played on the 
chromatic instrument: valves only enable the use of all keys without 
adding a new crook. The following indications: E flat/E/D, mean that 
the player should use first, second or third valve respectively. The 
instrument will retain the beautiful timbre of the normal horn while 
adding to the range of the instrument in no negligible manner. Play 
Etude 11 (A Major) as if you played on a normal horn almost 
throughout. Etudes 3 (D flat minor) & 9 (D minor) are to be played 
absolutely as on a normal horn, i.e. without using the valves at all.9 
 
The military bands enthusiastically incorporated the Ventilhorn into their 
ensembles. In 1851 Heinrich Gottwald stated “in military music, where the stopped 
tones of the natural horn almost disappeared . . . the valve horn also will be used 
with the greatest of advantage”10, although, as Ahrens observes, both the Waldhorn 
and Ventilhorn were used beside one another.11 
 
                                                         
9 Josef Rudolf Lewy, 12 Etudes for Chromatic Horn and Hand-Horn with Piano Accompaniment, ed. 
Michel Garcin-Marrou, vol. 1 & 2 (Paris: Gerard Billaudot, 2008), 5. 
10 Ahrens, 17. 
11 Ibid., 114. 
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Robert Schumann (1810-1856) 
The period from 1840 to 1865 saw the slow rise of the Ventilhorn from obscurity to 
an equal footing with the Waldhorn. During this period both instruments were being 
utilised in the orchestra. From 1840 onwards several important works were 
composed for the Ventilhorn. For instance the French composer Charles Gounod 
(1818-1893), had his Six Pièces mélodiques originales pour cor à pistons et piano 
published in 1840. 12  This work is the first published solo for horn and piano 
specifying that a Ventilhorn be used. While most of the solo horn part could be 
played on a conventional Waldhorn, each of the six melodies contains a section of 
low register notes, which are purposely written for a Ventilhorn. Wagner also wrote 
his operas for pairs of Ventilhörner and Waldhörner, from 1840 until 1865.  
 
In 1849 Robert Schumann wrote Adagio und Allegro für Ventilhorn und Klavier, Op. 
70; Konzertstück für Vier Ventilhorn und Orchestra, Op. 86; and Jagdlieder, Op. 137.13 
Schumann’s writing for the horn generally follows the natural horn idiom. He uses 
chromatic phrases in the second octave, and is writing for pairs of natural and valve 
horns in his symphonies. The premiere performance of the Konzertstück für Vier 
Ventilhorn und Orchestra, Op. 86 was by Eduard Pohle (fl. 1841-1853), an eminent 
horn player. 14  Pohle reportedly played the Waldhorn at the premiere – not the 
Ventilhorn as insisted by Schumann.15 However, there is little evidence to support 
that Pohle played a natural horn at the premiere, and the story is considered by John 
                                                         
12 Charles Gounod, Six Pièces Mélodiques Originales Pour Cor À Pistons Et Piano, ed. Edmond Leloir, 3 
vols., vol. 1, 2, 3 (Paris: Gerard Billaudot, 1982). 
13 Humphries, 97-99. 
14 Ibid., 98. 
15 Ahrens, 25. 
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Ericson to be doubtful.16 The other Dresden horn players, Jehnichen, Leichsenring, 
and Wilke used valve horns for the premiere.17 The Adagio und Allegro for Ventilhorn 
und Klavier, Op. 70 has idiomatic writing for the natural horn at times, but is clearly 
a work written for the valve horn. The Jagdlieder, Op. 137 has the fourth horn 
specified as a Ventilhorn in variety of crooked keys; the other three horns are 
Waldhörner.18 Interestingly, the unimaginative writing leads one to conclude that 
with the appropriately crooked key choices, four Waldhörner could easily manage 
the required pitches as written. 
 
French Military Bands (1845) 
In 1845 the French Minister for War setup a committee to investigate the options 
available to update the French military bands, especially in regard to the most 
suitable instrumentation for outside performances. Adolphe Sax (1814-1894), 
proposed a band heavily made up of saxophones and saxhorns (which he 
manufactured), and suggested that oboes, bassoons, ophicleides, and both types of 
horns (Waldhorn and Ventilhorn) be removed from the current military band, as 
they were unsuitable for outdoor music.  
 
Michele Carafa (1787-1872) and Sax competed against each other in an open-air 
competition at the Champ-de-Mars on April 22, 1845. Both band directors mustered 
                                                         
16 John Ericson, "Crooks and the 19th-Century Horn," The Horn Call 30, no. 1 (1999): 57, note 21.  
17 Kurt Janetzky and Bernhard Brüchle, The Horn, trans. James Chater (London: B. T. Batsford Ltd, 
1988), 92-93. 
18 Robert Schumann, Jagdlieder für Vierstimmigen Männerchor mit Begleitung von Vier Hörnern Ad 
Libitum, Op. 137 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1887). 
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bands of forty-five players using the directors’ preferred instrumentation; each 
band played separately several works, and lastly together as a massed ensemble.  
 
After much deliberation the commission eventually came to a decision of combining 
the instrumentation of the two ensembles. The final model for the French infantry 
utilised fifty-four musicians, and the instrumentation was a combination of the 
instruments used by both Carafa and Sax at the competition – the only exception 
being that the two natural horns proposed by Carafa were replaced by three valve 
horns.19 It is interesting to note that the French military from this point onward 
were aiming to exclusively use valve horns. The reality was that replacement of the 
natural instruments with valve instruments required some time due to budget 
constraints. However, in contrast, French orchestras maintained the natural horns: 
it would seem that the valve horn was retained in the military band since it was 
louder. 
 
Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) 
The French composer and conductor Hector Berlioz, was an enthusiastic supporter 
of Sax, and he publicly supported the move to incorporate the new instruments.20 
As Berlioz stated in his orchestral treatise, by placing the four horns of the orchestra 
in as many as three or four different crooked keys at once the majority of open 
sounds of the horn will be available, and most of the chords required will then have 
                                                         
19 Wally Horwood, Adolphe Sax 1814-1894: His Life and Legacy, Third ed. (Baldock, England: Egon 
Publishers Ltd, 1992), 69-78. 
20 Ibid., 71.  
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minimal stopped notes. 21  Berlioz also treated the Waldhorn and Ventilhorn as 
separate instruments, and suggested that the Ventilhorn player be well versed in the 
hand-stopping technique as this was an invaluable skill.22 Therefore, the horn player 
would acquire the skill of playing the Waldhorn in the first instance before attaining 
a second skill set on the Ventilhorn.  
 
This duality of expertise would continue for the rest of the nineteenth century, and 
it is only in the twentieth century that the Waldhorn is abandoned by the 
establishment.  
 
The exception being the Austro/Germans, who saw themselves separate to the rest 
of the horn world, for them the natural horn was exclusively an educational device.23 
The Austro/Germans believed that they alone embraced the valve horn, and led the 
world into a new era of horn playing. The geo-political and pedagogical aspects that 
have been observed in many parts of Germany and France are unfortunately held 
up as examples to justify statements that everyone was doing the same thing in 
these regions. The reality would be that not all persons would be in agreement about 
the use of the valve horn or the relegation of the natural horn to an exclusively 
educational device. 
 
                                                         
21 Berlioz, 177-79. 
22 Ibid., 183-84. 
23 Anneke Scott, "Brahms and the Orchestral Horn: A Study in Inauthentic Performance," Historic 
Brass Society Journal 23 (2011): 127. 
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By 1850, the public debate on the Waldhorn verses the Ventilhorn came to the 
pinnacle of its division; Ahrens observes that according to Hector Berlioz, Philipp 
Fahrbach, A. Kalkbrenner, H. Gottwald, and J. Rühlmann, the Ventilhorn had replaced 
the natural horn everywhere in Germany.24 Rühlmann however indicates that “all 
brass instruments are now built [both] with and without valves.” 25  Ahrens also 
notes that the valve instrument seems to have been the speciality of the first rank 
players.26 
 
Richard Wagner (1813-1883) 
Richard Wagner met, and consulted with Lewy on several occasions from 1840 
onwards, and the influence of Lewy can clearly be seen in the works of Wagner. 
Wagner would continue to write for pairs of Waldhörner, and Ventilhörner, but in 
1865 he changed his method of scoring for the horn. Now, instead of having two 
pairs of different instruments, Wagner would just write the word ‘horn’ – is this the 
point when the Waldhorn became extinct? In his preface to Tristan und Isolde 
Wagner stated: 
 
The composer thinks the treatment of the horns merits careful 
attention. Owing to the introduction of valves, the gain on this 
instrument has been so great that it is impossible to ignore these 
accessories, although the horn thereby has undoubtedly lost some of 
its beauty of tone especially some of its capability of delicate slurring. 
On account of this great loss, the composer, with whom the true 
character of the horn rests, ought certainly to abstain from the use of 
                                                         
24 Ahrens, 24. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid., 25. 
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valve-horns, had not experience on the other hand taught him that 
clever artists by particular careful handling are able to reduce to a 
minimum the above disadvantages so that as regards tone and 
slurring hardly a difference is perceptible. In anticipation of an 
inevitable improvement in valve-horns, horn-players are strongly 
advised to very carefully study their several parts in the following 
score, in order to discover the proper use of the suitable keys and 
valves for all the exigencies of performance. The composer has indeed 
relied entirely on the E-crook (along with the F-crook); whether, in 
addition to these, the other changes of tuning, which are often marked 
in the score, either for the easier designation of low notes, or for the 
suitable tone of the high notes, should be obtained with the crooks in 
question must be settled by the players themselves; in any case, the 
composer has usually assumed that these (especially the low notes) 
will be obtained by transposition. Single notes marked with a + signify 
stopped notes; and should these occur in keys in which they are open 
it is always assumed that the player changes the key with the valves, 
so that the note is given as a stopped note.27 
 
It would be easy to conclude from Wagner’s instructions that he had abandoned the 
Waldhorn for the Ventilhorn, and hence the Waldhorn is no longer required. The 
reality, however, is that the horn parts were not much different from what Wagner 
was writing when using pairs of Waldhörner, and Ventilhörner. This change of 
scoring for horn (no longer Waldhorn or Ventilhorn), allowed Wagner more freedom 
to spread out the material with any number of players within his score. The offstage 
fanfare during the opera Tristan und Isolde was more suited to the Waldhorn. When 
Wagner orchestrated his music for the horns in the orchestra, he nearly always 
                                                         
27 Richard Wagner, Tristan and Isolda Drama in Three Acts, trans. H. and F. Corder (London: Ernst 
Eulenburg Ltd), vii. 
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doubled the melodic lines with the other woodwind, and string instruments. The 
textural effect created by doing this meant that the horns coloured and enhanced 
the melodic line. When Wagner wrote a prominent melody for the horn, the melodic 
line was mainly using open notes of the Waldhorn. It is extremely rare that the horns 
would play any musical line in his operas by themselves. Wagner’s music if 
performed in Paris would require him to have written for the Waldhorn, as the 
French orchestras did not use the Ventilhorn. 
 
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) 
Johannes Brahms played the horn, as did his father, so he was well aware of the 
capabilities of the Waldhorn and preferred it to the emerging Ventilhorn.28 Brahms 
wrote exclusively for the Waldhorn, as he believed the sounds of the natural horn 
were varied, thus allowing for a wider range of sound textures. In 1865 he wrote his 
Trio for Piano, Violin and Horn, Op. 40 which premiered on December 7, 1865, at 
Mannheim, with Brahms at the piano, Ludwig Strauss violin, and Ferdinand Segisser 
horn 29  – unfortunately the type of horn used is not specified. Another source 
suggests the first performance took place November 28, 1865, at Zurich, with 
Brahms, and a horn player named Glass.30 Brahms preferred, and probably insisted, 
that a Waldhorn be used for these performances; stating in a letter to Albert Dietrich, 
dated Basle, November 1865: 
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For a quartet evening, I can recommend my Horn Trio with a good 
conscience, and your horn player would do me a very special favour if 
he would do as the one in Carlsruhe, practise the Waldhorn for a few 
weeks to be able to play it on that.31 
 
Brahms was convinced that the Waldhorn would give the best balance between the 
violin, and piano. Brahms preferred the cello, or viola to be used for the performance 
of this work, above the use a valve horn.32  This evidence suggests that the Waldhorn 
was still in universal use, although perhaps no longer the first instrument of choice 
by premier horn players.  
 
The work is very demanding of the horn player and requires some preparation by 
the performer, whether on the Waldhorn or Ventilhorn. An article by Anneke Scott 
confirms that Brahms wrote exclusively for the natural horn, and that Brahms 
deliberately avoided the use of the D below the stave in most of his compositions.33 
This does not necessarily mean that the use of the D below the stave is an indicator 
that any works using this pitch are for a valve instrument only and impossible on 
the natural horn. 
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Oscar Franz (1843-1889) 
In 1881 Oscar Franz’s Große theoretisch-praktische Waldhorn-Schule (Complete 
Method for the French Horn) was published. The main emphasis of this tutor was 
the importance of developing, and mastering the hand-horn before proceeding to 
the valved instrument.34 According to Friedrich Adolf Borsdorf (1854-1923), Oscar 
Franz was “very chary about allowing his pupils to use the valves on the valve horn, 
when a good note could be obtained without them. Such a phrase had to be played 
with the hand alone.”35 Figure 11 shows the phrase referred to by Borsdorf.36 
 
Figure 11 Scale passage to be played without valves according to Borsdorf. 
 
 
Oscar Franz refers to the natural horn as the Waldhorn, Stopfhorn, and Einfaches 
Horn, and the valve horn as the Ventilhorn throughout his tutor. Franz states that of 
his “30 Exercises for Stopped and Valve Horn” exercises one to twenty-five are to be 
practiced on both the stopped and valve instrument.37 Within these twenty-five 
studies, the use of the D below the stave occurs in twenty of them.  38 
 
Oscar Franz’s tutor highlights the use of the hand-stopping method – and the 
importance still placed upon it at a time contemporary with the composition of 
Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. 
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Henri Kling (1842-1918) 
In the same year (1881), Henri Kling published his Twenty Five Studies and Preludes 
for Horn, with the instruction that the studies were to be played on the F crook, along 
with the use of valves to effect immediate crook changes. Kling was thus advocating 
the hybrid playing method developed by Lewy, and Meifred.39 Kling identified the 
French horn without valves as Waldhorn, Naturhorn, Corno, and Cor, naming the 
French horn with valves Chromatisches or Ventil Horn, Corno Cromatico, and Cor a 
Pistons.40 
 
Franz Strauss (1822-1905) 
Franz Strauss wrote several works for horn, including the Horn Concerto, Op. 8. 
Damm has written an extensive essay linking the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 by 
Richard Strauss, together with the Horn Concerto, Op. 8 by Franz Strauss.41 Damm 
suggests that Richard Strauss used his father’s work as the template for his own, as 
there are many structural similarities between the two works. When surveying the 
works of Franz Strauss his conservative nature is evident, as almost all of his works 
are written for the valve horn.  
 
                                                         
39 Henri Kling, Twenty-Five Studies and Preludes for Horn, ed. Lee Bracegirdle, 2nd ed. (New York: 
International Music Company, 1985), iii-v. 
40 Prof. H. Kling's Modern Orchestration and Instrumentation: Or the Art of Instrumentation; Complete 
Directions for Conducting, trans. Gustav Saenger, Revised and Enlarged English ed. (New York: Carl 
Fischer, 1923), 122-26. 
41 Damm, "Neue Gedanken zum Konzert Es-Dur für Waldhorn mit Orchesterbegleitung Op. 11 von 
Richard Strauss," 23-72. 
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In 1909 Richard Strauss edited with Hugo Rüdel, Franz Strauss’s Übungen für 
Naturhorn.42 This publication contain many exercises for the natural horn, and in 
them Franz Strauss sets out the available tones on the natural horn, and appropriate 
hand positions. All tones chromatically down to low E below the stave are 
represented; the low E, A, and A flat are describes as very difficult to obtain, and 
bring forth. Franz Strauss’s studies for natural horn are consistent with other 
sources of the era – this is evidence that for Franz Strauss the D below the stave was 
not considered a note to be avoided to the same degree as the low E, A, and A flat. 
However, his studies are rudimentary in nature, and do not utilise all the available 
pitches; for example the D below the stave is not present in them. 
 
Richard Strauss (1864-1949) 
In 1882 Richard Strauss wrote his Konzert für Waldhorn und Klavier, Op. 11, which 
was originally autographed as “Dem lieben Vater Herrn Franz Strauß, Kg. b. 
Kammermusiker gewidmet” (Dedicated to his beloved father Mr. Franz Strauss, 
Royal Chamber Musician).43 For an understanding of how the concerto may have 
initially been conceived an evaluation of the influences upon Richard Strauss is 
required; including his works from the period leading up to its composition. The 
initial composition of this work was probably for a chamber music concert within 
the family home.44 Strauss accompanied his father many times for the Mozart Horn 
Concertos (Mozart wrote three of his four concertos for horn in E flat), and 
                                                         
42  Franz Strauss, Übungen für Naturhorn, ed. Richard Strauss and Hugo Rüdel (Leipzig: Ernst 
Eulenburg, 1909). 
43 Damm, "The 125th Anniversary of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 by Richard Strauss," 60. 
44 Del Mar, 19-20. 
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Beethoven’s Horn Sonata.45 He had written several works for his father, such as the 
Introduction, Thema und Variationen für Horn und Klavier in 1878, which was in E 
flat major with the horn part written in E flat,46 as well as an earlier work, Alphorn 
für Sopran, Horn, und Klavier in 1876, also in E flat major with the horn part written 
in E flat.47 Strauss consistently wrote most of his solo works for horn in the key of E 
flat. He also wrote two unpublished studies for his father,48 Zwei Etüden, Nr. 1 für E 
flat horn, and Nr. 2 für E horn, 1873.49 Strauss said of himself: 
 
Under my father’s strict tutelage I heard nothing but classical music 
until I was sixteen, and I owe it to this discipline that my love and 
adoration for the classical masters of music has remained untainted 
to this day.50 
 
This highlights the conservative harmonic language that Strauss was using at the 
time of composing the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. Therefore, is it a result of his 
immersion in the classical harmony that gives rise to a work that seems to be 
suitable for the natural horn?
                                                         
45 Strauss, Recollections and Reflections, 129-30. 
46 Introduktion, Thema und Variationen für Horn und Klavier, ed. Stephan Kohler (Mainz: Schott Music 
GmbH & Co, 1995). 
47 Alphorn für Sopran, Horn und Klavier, ed. Manfred Fensterer (Bonn: Boosey & Hawkes, 1992). 
48 Schuh, 22. 
49 Michael Kennedy, Richard Strauss: Man, Musician, Enigma (Cambridge, United Kingdon: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999), 14. 
50 Strauss, Recollections and Reflections, 129-30. 
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Chapter Six 
Analysis 
Overview 
 
The basis for the following is an investigation of the suitability of Richard Strauss’s 
Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, to be performed on a natural horn. The relationship of 
the solo horn part with the orchestral accompaniment will also be evaluated. The 
horn part will be analysed on the basis of using an E flat crook for the first and third 
movement, and an E crook and E flat crook for the second movement. The use of 
these two crooks will enable a clearer picture of the work’s tonal character, as well 
as the viability of performance on a natural instrument.  
 
The accompaniment is in the key of E flat concert; traditionally the Waldhorn would 
be crooked in the tonic of the key, although the dominant or subdominant is also 
sometimes used. While the solo part of the facsimile of the 1882 autograph score is 
notated in the key of F, a Waldhorn pitched in F would be unable to successfully 
present this concerto, as the natural tones would not correspond with the 
accompanying key of E flat.  
 
Therefore, by transposing the solo horn part from F into the key of E flat, the natural 
tones of the instrument will align with the key of the accompaniment, thereby 
making the tonic an open harmonic, and the leading note a stopped tone. The second 
movement could be played on the E flat crook, until the key change into E major; 
however, this would not give an open harmonic on the tonic or the stopped tone for 
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the leading note. On the other hand, the E crook does give an open harmonic for the 
tonic, and a stopped tone for the leading note. The key of A flat minor, or G sharp 
minor, and the modulation to E major would require open harmonics for the tonic, 
and stopped tone for the leading note. By using the E crook this requirement is 
satisfied. Both keys used in the second movement can be played on the E crook, and 
doing so creates a unique soundscape in which the veiled, and muted notes, add to 
the mood. The change to E major utilises the sonorities of the open tones, which 
creates a vast contrast to the outer minor sections of the movement. It also negates 
the necessity for awkward crook changes during the second movement. 
 
Scores Referenced and Edited for the Analysis 
The detailed analysis is based on several versions of Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 
11; the majority of the excerpts included in the analysis illustrate the edits 
undertaken by the researcher during the transposing process. For clarity, the source 
scores and their edited/transposed versions (where applicable) are named and 
described as follows: 
 
1882 Anniversary Score 
Published in 2009 and edited by Sonja Huber to coincide with the 125th anniversary 
of the publication of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11.1 When discussing this score it is 
referred to as the 1882 Anniversary Score; when illustrated as transposed by the 
researcher it is referred to as the 1882 Anniversary Score edit. 
                                                         
1 Konzert für Waldhorn und Klavier Nr. 1 in Es-Dur Op. 11 (1882). 
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1882 Anniversary Score (Bülow Notation) 
Within the 1882 Anniversary Score there are different notes to those shown in the 
1882 Autograph Score. It has been determined by Peter Damm that the different 
notation in the 1882 Anniversary Score have come from the changes made to the 
score by Hans von Bülow 2 ; the Bülow notation only occurs once in the 1882 
Anniversary Score (in the third movement; shown in transposed form in this 
analysis as bars 278 and 279). When discussing the Bülow notation it is referred to 
as the 1882 Anniversary Score (Bülow Notation); when illustrated as transposed 
by the researcher it is referred to as the 1882 Anniversary Score (Bülow 
Notation) edit.  
 
1882 Autograph Score 
This score is a facsimile of the score originally published in 1882.3 The horn part 
from the facsimile has been transposed by the researcher into E flat for the first and 
third movement; and E as well as E flat for the second movement. When discussing 
the 1971 facsimile of the 1882 autograph score it is referred to as the 1882 
Autograph Score; when illustrated as transposed by the researcher it is referred to 
as the 1882 Autograph Score edit. 
                                                         
2 Damm, "The 125th Anniversary of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 by Richard Strauss," 57-58. In the 
“About the Sources” section of Damm’s article (p. 57), he states that Hans von Bülow made changes 
to the score in 1884 (referred to as Source B = Bülow handwritten score presumably from 1883. Hans 
had it in February 1884 –Lost. However, a memo with suggestions for changes written by Bülow in 
accordance with source B still exists). 
3 Strauss, Concert für Das Waldhorn mit Begleitung Des Orchesters Oder Pianoforte Op. 11 
Clavierauszug Faksimile Des Autographs mit Einem Nachwort von Alfons Ott, (1971). 
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1882 Autograph Score (Alternative Notation) 
The 1971 facsimile of the 1882 autograph score includes alternative notation, it is 
referred to as the 1882 Autograph Score (Alternative Notation); when illustrated 
as transposed by the researcher it is referred to as the 1882 Autograph Score 
(Alternative Notation) edit. 
 
1882 Autograph Score (Damm) 
Peter Damm has analysed the various versions of Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 
11, including the 1971 facsimile of the 1882 Autograph Score.  However, there is a 
section in his discussion of the 1971 facsimile of the 1882 Autograph Score where 
the actual score reproduced in his essay does not clearly show all of the alternative 
notes to the low notes shown in the facsimile; Damm only shows the upper and 
lower notes, omitting the notes contained in-between these two lines. 4  When 
illustrated as transposed by the researcher it is referred to as the 1882 Autograph 
Score (Damm) edit. 
 
Orchestral Score 
The score referred to for analysing the accompaniment is the 1999 C. F Peters 
reproduction of the 1973 Universal Edition of the Konzert für Waldhorn mit 
Orchesterbegleitung, Op. 11. 5  The figures throughout this analysis are unedited 
                                                         
4  Damm, "Neue Gedanken zum Konzert Es-Dur für Waldhorn mit Orchesterbegleitung Op. 11 von 
Richard Strauss," 49.  
5 Richard Strauss, "Hornkonzert Es-Dur, Op. 11," in Konzert und Konzertstücke I, Richard Strauss 
Edition Orchestral Works (Frankfurt: C. F. Peters, 1999).  
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reproductions of the C. F Peters publication and are simply captioned with the title 
Orchestral Score. 
 
Titles in Captions 
For consistency, the titles of works in the captions are shortened and in English – 
for example: Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. Additional information in the 
captions identify the referenced score (as described above) and/or the researchers 
edit; if it is the horn solo or the orchestral accompaniment; the key; movement; 
tempo (or other indications); and bar numbers – for example:  
Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Autograph Score edit, solo horn in E flat, 
first movement, allegro, bars 1-5. 
 
Bar Numbers 
Unless otherwise indicated all bar numbers referred to in the researcher’s edits 
correlate with those used in the 1882 Anniversary Score.  
 
The bar numbers for the researchers edit of the 1882 Autograph Score, solo horn in 
E flat and E, run consecutively from the beginning to the end of the work. 
 
Symbols Used 
When notating these examples, the many differing methods used to describe how 
much the hand is entered into the bell to effect the necessary pitch correction can 
be confusing. The texts of the nineteenth century describing the position of the hand 
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in the bell used four basic positions. The descriptions used, such as open, half 
stopped, three quarters stopped, and fully stopped, would vary from one method to 
another. 6  Dauprat stated, “Although the signs placed over the factitious sounds, 
which indicate the various movements of the hand for their execution, are worked 
out with all possible accuracy, they must nonetheless be submitted to the judgement 
of the ear.”7  
 
Dauprat also observed that variables such as an individual’s hand size, the 
instruments bell size, and the crooked key, would compel the musician to modify 
the amount of adjustment needed. Therefore, the symbols used to express the 
amount of hand-stopping required, are a guide only, and a starting point from which 
the musician would always be guided by their ear.8 
 
Francis Orval 
Francis Orval’s book has used six symbols rather than the traditional five to give a 
more precise approximation of the hand positions within the bell of the instrument.9 
Orval’s symbols have been used for this analysis of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. 
Numbers displayed under the various pitches reveal which partial of the harmonic 
series the pitch is derived from. The six positions are described as follows: 
 
                                                         
6 Morley-Pegge, The French Horn: Some Notes on the Evolution of the Instrument and of Its Technique, 
99. 
7 Dauprat, 37. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Francis Orval, Method for Natural Horn, ed. David W. Reif (Editions Marc Reift, n.d.), 11. 
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Normal Hand Position 
The normal hand position as explained by Dauprat involves placing the hand into 
the bell until and just before the resulting sound becomes muffled or dulled.10 Figure 
12 shows the sounds produced with the Normal hand position. 
  = Symbol used by Orval.11 
 
Figure 12 Normal hand position from Method for Natural Horn, Francis Orval. 
 
 
Stopped Position With Thumb 
The stopped position with thumb involves moving the hand to cover the bell until 
the pitch is lowered a semitone. Figure 13 shows the sounds produced with the 
stopped position with thumb. 
+ = Symbol used by Orval.12 
 
Figure 13 Stopped position with thumb from Method for Natural Horn, Francis Orval. 
 
 
                                                         
10 Dauprat, 28-29. 
11 Orval, 11. 
12 Ibid. 
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Partially Stopped Position Without Thumb 
The partially stopped position without thumb involves adjusting the position of the 
thumb, and covering the bell a little more with the hand. Figure 14 shows the sounds 
produced with the partially stopped position without thumb. 
 = Symbol used by Orval.13 
 
Figure 14 Partially stopped position without thumb from Method for Natural Horn, Francis Orval. 
 
 
Open Position 
The open position involves moving the palm of the hand away from the body, 
increasing the opening between the hand and bell. Figure 15 shows the sounds 
produced with the open position. 
Ο= Symbol used by Orval.14 
 
Figure 15 Open position from Method for Natural Horn, Francis Orval. 
 
 
                                                         
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid.  
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Very Open Position 
The very open position involves moving the hand mostly out of the bell. Figure 16 
shows the sounds produced with the very open position. 
 = Symbol used by Orval.15 
 
Figure 16 Very open position from Method for Natural Horn, Francis Orval. 
 
 
Very Stopped Position 
The very stopped position involves moving the hand to mostly cover the bell, just 
before the hand creates an airtight seal. Figure 17 shows the sounds produced with 
the very stopped position. 
 = Symbol used by Orval.16 
 
Figure 17 Very stopped position from Method for Natural Horn, Francis Orval. 
 
                                                         
15 Ibid.  
16 Ibid. 
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It will be noticed that some of the pitches can be obtained by more than one hand 
position. In these instances, the player would choose the most appropriate method 
by taking into account the speed of the musical phrase. 
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First Movement 
Bars 1-5 
The phrase only requires the hand-stopping of two of the nineteen notes. The A 
above the stave, very open, and the A on the stave, partially stopped position without 
thumb. The stopped notes are passing notes, and occur on weak beats within the 
bar. This phrase has no accompaniment, allowing the open notes of the natural horn 
to be clearly heard by the listener. Refer to Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 1-5. 
 
 
The opening theme, or horn declamation, is a reminder of the opening to 
Beethoven’s Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 17. 17  The rising and 
descending motif, based on the harmonic series, implies a hunting horn call. Refer 
to Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19 Beethoven, Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 17, first movement, allegro moderato, bars 0-
2. 
 
                                                         
17 Beethoven, Sonata in F Major Op. 17 for Piano and Horn or Violoncello. 
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The opening statement of the horn is followed by the full orchestral tutti, at a forte 
dynamic. Refer to Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 1-6. 
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The accompaniment tails off to pianissimo a few bars before the solo horn re-enters 
at piano dynamic level (bar 28). This section has the accompaniment reduced to the 
string section of the orchestra (bars 28-64). Refer to Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21 Strauss, Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 25-31. 
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Bars 28-36 
The phrase starts with an ascending octave slur on the dominant, then a descending 
arpeggio to the tonic. The majority of notes are open, only five of the twenty-two 
notes need hand-stopping. The F crotchet (bar 31), and the A minim (bar 32), are 
both produced using the partially hand-stopped position without thumb. The F 
crotchet is produced using the partially hand-stopped position without thumb (bar 
34). The following F sharp crotchet is produced using the very open hand position.  
 
The hand-stopped notes occur mainly on weak beats of the bar. The exception is the 
hand-stopped F crotchet on the first beat (bar 31). A quaver rest is placed after the 
G dotted crotchet, before the A minim, which is produced by a very open hand 
position (bar 35). The placement of the quaver rest allows time for the hand to be 
moved out of the bell to facilitate the clear articulation of the written A. This seems 
to be done on purpose, and could indicate the intention of being played on the 
Waldhorn. Refer to Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 28-36. 
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This fragment is reminiscent of Mozart’s Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 
447, second movement (bars 37-38). 18  The Mozart fragment contains the same 
opening pitches as the Strauss concerto. Refer to Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 447, second movement, romance larghetto, bars 37-
40. 
 
 
Bars 36-46 
The first half of the phrase is a repeat of the previous section (bars 28-32), followed 
by a development of the phrase fragment. The following phrases pose no problem 
for a Waldhorn, as only four of the twenty-eight notes require hand-stopping. The 
hand-stopped notes occur mainly on weak beats of the bar. The exception is the 
hand-stopped F crotchet on the first beat (bar 39). Refer to Figure 24. 
 
Figure 24 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 36-46. 
 
                                                         
18 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug. 
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Bars 47-52 
The phrase is a short bridging passage. The contrast within these fragments in tone 
colour is quite noticeable. The sustained B sound is stopped giving an eerie quality 
to the sound. The following sustained open D is clear and pure to the ear, this creates 
a tension and release motion within the music. Refer to Figure 25. 
 
Figure 25 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 47-52. 
 
 
These fragments are reminiscent of the first movement of Beethoven’s Sonata for 
Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 17. Beethoven uses the tone colour of the written B 
flat (very open tone), in the minor fragment, followed by the B (half muted tone), in 
the major fragment. He accentuates the contrast of major and minor, with the tone 
colour of the natural horn. Refer to Figure 26.  
 
Figure 26 Beethoven, Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 17, first movement, allegro moderato, bars 78- 
80 and 34-36. 
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Strauss used the contrast between the sustained hand-stopped note (bar 48), and 
the sustained open note (bar 51). It is the moving quavers leading to the long sounds 
which creates the illusion of the horn sound growing out of the accompaniment. 
Only four of the eight notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 27. 
 
Figure 27 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 46-52. 
 
 
Bars 52-64 
The phrase is a further development of the second theme. Strauss inserts the first 
ascending chromatic line from the C minim, third space (bar 54), up to the G minim, 
top of the stave (bar 57). The only new pitch introduced here is the D sharp minim 
(bar 55), produced by the hand-stopped position with thumb. Only eight of the 
thirty-five notes need hand-stopping. The hand-stopped notes all occur on weak 
beats of the bar or as passing notes. Refer to Figure 28. 
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Figure 28 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 52-64. 
 
 
The ascending chromatic line is a reminder of the horn solo from Anton Reicha’s 
Quintet, Op. 91, No. 2.19 Reicha used an extended ascending chromatic line from a 
written F sharp, first space of the stave, through to a written G, at the top of the stave. 
Refer to Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29 Anton Reicha, Quintet, Op. 91, No. 2, finale – allegro, bars 284-288. 
 
 
  
                                                         
19 Anton Reicha, Quintett, Op. 91, No. 2 a-Moll for Flauto, Oboe, Clarinetto, Corno, Fagotto, ed. Fritz 
Kneusslin (New York: C. F. Peters Corporation, 1970). 
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The first section of the movement has an accompaniment of an extremely light 
texture (bars 28-64). The strings accompany the solo horn line with dynamics of 
pianissimo and piano. This would be consistent for an instrument lacking the 
dynamic volumes available on the Ventilhorn. The orchestral tutti at bar 64 is subito 
forte which sustains its intensity until the horn re-enters (bar 76). Refer to Figure 
30. 
 
Figure 30 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 60-66. 
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Bars 76-83 
This section is a variant on the first theme. The descending minor arpeggio, followed 
by the ascending melodic minor scale, with minimal accompaniment, reminds us of 
the beginning of the movement. The use of the minor arpeggio and scale on the third 
degree of the tonic key is a standard practice on the natural horn.20 Only thirteen of 
the thirty notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 31. 
 
Figure 31 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 76-83. 
 
 
The horn enters at a fortissimo dynamic, whilst the accompaniment during these 
three bars (76-78) has three short crotchet chords, with the strings at a forte 
dynamic. This allows the horn sound to dominate, even with the half hand-stopped 
note. The ascending scale can be heard clearly, as the accompaniment is absent 
during this scale passage. Refer to Figure 32. 
  
                                                         
20 Dauprat, 73. 
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Figure 32 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 73-78. 
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The accompaniment drops in dynamic to mezzo forte (bar 80). The accompaniment 
has crotchet rests during the moving quavers of the solo horn (bars 79-80). This 
allows the solo horn to be heard clearly, the horn returns to a piano dynamic (bar 
84). Refer to Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 79-85. 
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Bars 83-91 
In this section Strauss used the written D pitch at the bottom of the stave, this pitch 
is obtained with the very hand-stopped position. This phrase is a return to a lyrical 
variant of the second theme. The use of the major arpeggio based on the fifth degree 
of the tonic key is standard practice on the natural horn.21 Eleven of the twenty notes 
require hand-stopping. The D crotchet (bar 83), and minim (bar 84), at the bottom 
of the stave are obtained with the very hand-stopped position. Refer to Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 83-91. 
 
 
  
                                                         
21 Ibid. 
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The pitch of D below the stave can be found in Franz Danzi’s Sonata for Horn and 
Piano in E flat, Op. 28 (1805).22 Refer to Figure 35. 
 
Figure 35 Danzi, Sonata in E flat Major, Op. 28, first movement, adagio – allegro, bars 20-23 and 153-155. 
 
 
The pitch of D is also found in Ferdinand Ries’s Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, 
Op. 34 (1811).23 Refer to Figure 36. 
 
Figure 36 Ries, Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 34, third movement, rondo, bars 202-207. 
 
 
The accompaniment for this section is reduced to two flutes, two clarinets, and the 
cellos. The woodwinds have a syncopated rhythm at pianissimo, outlining the 
harmonic structure. The cellos are pianissimo with a counter melody answering the 
solo horn. The concert F is difficult to produce on the Waldhorn in E flat (written D, 
                                                         
22 Franz Danzi, Sonata in E Flat Major Op. 28 for Horn and Piano, ed. James Chambers (New York: 
International Music Company, 1963). 
23 Ries. 
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bottom of stave), this pitch has been reinforced by the concert F chord played by the 
woodwinds. The texture of the accompaniment is light, which allows the solo horn 
to be heard. Refer to Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 79-91. 
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Bars 92-99 
Compared to bars 83-91 (Figure 34), the solo horn now uses more open sounds. This 
variation in sound adds variety to the solo horn line. The tonal contour of the horn 
solo is enhanced by the use of the covered D at the bottom of the stave. The written 
D crochets are a challenge to produce with clarity and volume on the Waldhorn (bars 
92 and 93). As the melodic line ascends, the intensity increases in volume and clarity 
of tone colour. Only nine of the twenty-one notes require hand-stopping. Refer to 
Figure 38. 
 
Figure 38 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 92-99. 
 
 
The accompaniment throughout this section is reduced to the bare minimum, this 
allows the softer, and less penetrating tones of the Waldhorn to be heard. The 
accompaniment comprises of two flute, two clarinets, and one bassoon.  
 
The hand-stopped D’s are essentially passing notes, supported by the light chord 
style accompaniment of the woodwinds. As the horn ascends in tessitura, the 
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accompaniment thickens in texture with the addition of another bassoon and the 
cellos. Refer to Figure 39. 
 
Figure 39 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 92-98. 
 
 
Bars 99-107 
Strauss repeats material from a previous phrase (bars 83-87). This is followed by a 
bridging passage made up of scale fragments in preparation for the next section 
(bars 104-107). The bridging passage is based on the B minor scale. The use of the 
minor scale on the seventh degree is standard practice on the natural horn.24  
 
Fifteen of the twenty-eight notes require hand-stopping. The written D’s (bars 99 
and 100), followed by the tied D crotchets (bars 101 and 102), are a challenge to 
play with clarity. Refer to Figure 40. 
  
                                                         
24 Dauprat, 73. 
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Figure 40 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 99-107. 
 
 
The accompaniment of strings re-enforces the concert F (written D below the stave), 
the cello crotchet on the fourth beat (bar 99), with syncopated concert F’s in the 
violin and viola parts reinforce the solo horn line (bars 100-102). Refer to Figure 41. 
 
Figure 41 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 99-105. 
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Bars 107-110 
After much legato and sustained melody, a jaunty and more detached melody 
emerges. This section is based around the major scale and arpeggio on the third 
degree. 25  Only eight of the twenty-one notes require hand-stopping. The hand-
stopped F minim has limited clarity, and volume. The accompaniment is a chord 
with a crotchet rest on the second beat (bar 107). This allows the stopped note to 
be heard, as well as supporting the pitching of the hand-stopped sound. The contrast 
of the hand-stopped sound accentuates the change in character, and style that 
occurs at this point in the movement. Refer to Figure 42. 
 
Figure 42 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 107-110. 
 
 
Mozart used a similar style in a passage from his Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 
3, KV 447.26 Refer to Figure 43. 
 
Figure 43 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 447, first movement, allegro, bars 101-104. 
 
                                                         
25 Ibid., 76.  
26 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug. 
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The accompaniment is reduced to a pair of bassoons, a pair of flutes, and a clarinet. 
The solo horn line, consisting of triplet figures, is support by the woodwinds (bars 
108 and 109). Refer to Figure 44. 
 
Figure 44 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 106-111. 
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Bars 110-114 
Strauss again uses the major arpeggio based on the fifth degree of the scale. The 
hand-stopped D triplet quavers at the bottom of the stave will naturally be less 
penetrating than the other notes in the arpeggio. The dynamic contour of the 
passage reflects this in the crescendo, and diminuendo marked on the score. 
Eighteen of the thirty-two notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 45. 
 
Figure 45 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 110-114. 
 
 
Once again, the accompaniment alternates between strings and woodwind 
instruments that reinforce the melodic line of the solo horn. The solo horn line 
contains numerous hand-stopped notes (bars 112 and 113). The hand-stopped D 
triplet quavers can be heard through the sparse and soft accompaniment. Refer to 
Figure 46. 
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Figure 46 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 112-116. 
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Bars 114-117 
The solo horn line has less support from the accompaniment as the strings have 
taken over from the woodwinds, except for a lone oboe (bars 114-117). Refer to 
figure forty-one. The notes required of the solo horn are more open, and clearer in 
tone colour. The key is still centred on the major scale, and arpeggio of the fifth 
degree. Only ten of the twenty-five notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 47. 
 
Figure 47 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 114-117. 
 
 
 
The solo horn crescendos until an orchestral tutti, at forte, interrupts giving the 
soloist a short respite (bars 116-117). Refer to Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 117-121. 
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Bars 118-124 
The solo horn is now forte with the accompaniment limited to quaver chords from 
the strings (refer to Figure 48). The dynamic drops to pianissimo followed by the 
ascending major scale, and arpeggio fragments on the fifth degree.  
 
The diminished seventh arpeggio is an unusual feature in this concerto (bar 120). 
Only fifteen of the forty-eight notes require hand-stopping. The horn crescendos to 
forte at the end of the phrase, this is taken over by the orchestral tutti at forte, 
which carries us into the final statement of the movement. Refer to Figure 49. 
 
Figure 49 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 118-124. 
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Dauprat dedicates a full lesson on the diminished seventh in his treatise.27 Mozart 
used a diminished seventh arpeggio in his Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 
447 (bar 110).28 Refer to Figure 50. 
 
Figure 50 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 447, first movement, allegro, bars 106-111. 
 
 
Bars 125-131 
The movement concludes with the repetition of the descending arpeggio, now major 
instead of minor, followed by ascending major scale on the fifth degree of the tonic 
key. The use of a major arpeggio and scale on the fifth degree of the tonic key is a 
standard practice on the natural horn.29 Only five of seventeen notes require hand-
stopping. Refer to Figure 51. 
 
Figure 51 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, first movement, 
allegro, bars 125-131. 
 
 
                                                         
27 Dauprat, 126.  
28 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug. 
29 Dauprat, 73. 
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This passage is very typical of the kind of writing for Waldhorn one would expect of 
a classical master such as Mozart – as he made use of the major scale on the 
dominant regularly – this phrase is reminiscent of a passage from his Horn Concerto 
in D Major, No. 1, KV 412. 30 Refer to Figure 52. 
 
Figure 52 Mozart, Horn Concerto in D Major, No. 1, KV 412, first movement, allegro, bars 43-51. 
 
 
 
The solo horn line is fortissimo, the accompaniment of three crotchet string chords 
at forte, allowing the downward arpeggio and ascending scale to be clearly heard. 
Refer to Figure 53. 
  
                                                         
30 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 1 D-Dur mit Zwei Rondofassungen Kv 412/514 Klavierauszug. 
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Figure 53 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 122-128. 
 
 
When the solo horn gets to the hand-stopped A semibreve, the strings drop to mezzo 
forte (bar 129), and then crescendo to fortissimo into the full orchestral tutti (bar 
131). The drop in dynamic of the accompaniment allows the hand-stopped 
semibreve A to sound clearly, this could be an indication that the original concept 
may be for Waldhorn. Refer to Figure 54. 
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Figure 54 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, first movement, bars 129-133. 
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Summary First Movement 
Throughout the first movement, the majority of hand-stopped notes have been 
placed on the weak beats of the bar. Many passing notes have been hand-stopped, 
but few sustained sounds are hand-stopped. The written D’s at the bottom of the 
stave are a hand-stopped pitch that has limited volume, this note occurs twelve 
times (Refer to Figure 55). The accompaniment at these points is sparse and 
designed to allow the solo horn to project these tones. This sympathetic 
orchestration could suggest the intended use of a Waldhorn. 
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Figure 55 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Autograph Score edit, solo horn in E flat, entire first 
movement. 
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Second Movement 
During the orchestral tutti, the horn player has plenty of time to change from the E 
flat crook to the E crook, a total of thirty-two bars (from bar 131 to the end of the 
first movement). The choice of the E crook for the entire movement is suggested by 
consideration of the musical aesthetics of the movement, as well as the contrast 
between the minor and major keys. 
 
The first section is in the key of A flat minor and could be played with the E flat crook 
(bars 3-49). The second section is in the key of B major and is most suited to the E 
crook (bars 54-76). The third section returns to the key of A flat minor and can also 
be played on the E flat crook (bars 87-113). When playing the final seven bars of the 
movement, it became apparent that the entire movement is possible on the E crook. 
The use of the E crook increases the number of notes requiring hand-stopping in the 
A flat minor sections. This adds to the overall effect of a hushed mysterious minor 
section. The following B major section, containing many open and clear tones, is in 
stark contrast to the outer minor sections of the second movement. The use of the E 
crook for the minor sections adds to the musical effect, which cannot be replicated 
on the valve horn. The use of the E flat crook diminishes the overall musical contrast 
that can be achieved between the minor and major sections of the second 
movement. The choice of using the E crook for the entire second movement is 
something that each performer will have to decide for themselves, taking into 
account the tonal effect which will result from this decision. 
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Bars 3-18 
The melody centres around the minor arpeggio on the third degree of the scale (the 
minor scale and arpeggio on the third degree of the tonic is standard practice on the 
natural horn).31 The covered notes create a dark and mysterious tone colour which 
enhances and intensifies the sombre mood. Eighteen of the twenty-nine notes 
require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 56. 
 
Figure 56 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E, second movement, 
andante, bars 3-18. 
 
 
 
The phrase could also be performed on the E flat crook. The number of open 
sounds is increased with the inclusion of some heavily stopped notes as shown in 
Figure 57. 
  
                                                         
31 Dauprat, 65. 
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Figure 57 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, second movement, 
andante, bars 3-18. 
 
 
 
This slurred arpeggio passage is similar to a phrase by Franz Danzi contained in his 
Sonata in E flat Major, Op. 28.32 Refer to Figure 58. 
 
Figure 58 Danzi, Sonata in E flat Major, Op. 28, first movement, adagio – allegro, bars 119-120. 
 
 
The solo horn is marked at a pianissimo dynamic and accompanied by the strings 
marked piano pianissimo. This extremely light texture allows the hand-stopped 
notes to be heard. Refer to Figure 59. 
 
  
                                                         
32 Danzi. 
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Figure 59 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, second movement, bars 1-13. 
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Bars 20-33 
This section is a development of the theme introduced at the beginning of this 
movement. With its modulation and ascending semiquaver movement it adds to the 
feeling of unease. The phrase is densely packed with hand-stopped notes, this 
combined with the crescendo over the phrase and the speeding up and slowing 
down of tempo creates a feeling of agitation. The initial phrase is based around the 
minor scale on the fourth degree of the crooked key.33 The major scale follows this 
on the sixth degree of the crooked key.34 Finally, the major scale on the third degree 
of the crooked key is reached.35 This modulation to the major key is short lived, as 
the melody then returns to the opening phrase in the minor key. Twenty-seven of 
thirty-three notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 60. 
 
Figure 60 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E, second movement, 
andante, bars 20-33. 
 
 
                                                         
33 Dauprat, 69. 
34 Ibid., 75. 
35 Ibid. 
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The researchers edited version in E of the alternative notes in the 1882 Anniversary 
Score,36 has many less open notes (Figure 60) compared with the researchers edited 
version of the part in E flat. Bars 28-29 are rather problematic when performed on 
the E crook, however when using the E flat crook these bars become quite lyrical. 
This phrase is a strong case for playing the first section of the second movement on 
the E flat crook. Refer to Figure 61. 
 
Figure 61 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, second movement, 
andante, bars 20-33. 
 
 
The dynamic level of the solo horn increases to mezzo piano and the accompaniment 
of the strings is interspersed with woodwinds. The semiquaver movement is 
unaccompanied to allow the stopped notes to be clearly heard (bar 20). This may be 
an instance were the Waldhorn is being conceived as the intended instrument rather 
than the Ventilhorn. Refer to Figure 62.  
 
  
                                                         
36  The specific alternative notes referred to here are in the 1882 Anniversary Score and in this 
instance are the same as the alternative notes in the 1971 facsimile. The alternative notes in the 1971 
facsimile score are defined in the “Scores Referenced and Edited” section of this thesis as the 1882 
Autograph Score (Alternative Notation). 
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Figure 62 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, second movement, bars 14-27. 
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Bars 34-49 
The third section is a repeat of the initial theme of the movement with some 
rhythmic alteration and only one pitch change of a written B quaver to a D quaver 
(very stopped position). The use of many hand-stopped notes gives the music an 
eerie, unsettling quality, which intensifies the dark feeling of the minor key. The 
altered rhythm adds to the now unsettled nature of the movement, giving a sense of 
anticipation of the next phrase. Refer to Figure 63. 
 
Figure 63 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E, second movement, 
andante, bars 34-49. 
 
 
 
The part in E flat highlights many open tones. This is an indication that the first 
section of the movement may be intended to be played on the E flat crook. Refer to 
Figure 64. 
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Figure 64 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, second movement, 
andante, bars 34-49. 
 
 
Bars 54-76 
The horn is fortissimo and the key has changed to major. This middle section has 
many open notes that accentuate the contrast from the minor key to the major key. 
Traditionally the volume builds over the two phrases to a deafening climax at bars 
68-69 for many this is the traditional way to perform this section. The researcher 
proposes that this tradition has developed out of the valve horn tradition since the 
written G sharp is a G natural for a horn crooked in F. This allows the performer to 
produce a very loud and clear tone at bars 68-69. When performing this section on 
the E crook it became clear that the phrase could not be replicated as is traditionally 
done on the valve instrument. The solution is to perform the first eight bar phrase 
with a very full and intense tone (bars 54-62). The next phrase is of a lesser volume 
since repeated material should have some variation to enhance the music. The 
volume drops again half way through bar 66 and then is intensified to the G sharp 
at the top of the stave. The volume in bar 69 is about a mezzo-forte which then 
diminuendos to the end of the phrase. The G sharp can be heard since the overall 
volume is now less. The climax of the second phrase is now an anti-climax that leads 
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back to the minor key. Only twenty-nine of the sixty-eight notes require hand-
stopping. Refer to Figure 65. 
 
Figure 65 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E, second movement, 
andante, bars 54-76. 
 
 
 
The orchestral accompaniment is strings interspersed with woodwinds at forte, 
which softens at the end of this section. This alternation between the strings and 
woodwinds ensures that the overall dynamic level is below what a Waldhorn 
would be capable of producing. Refer to Figure 66. 
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Figure 66 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, second movement, bars 55-64. 
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Bars 87- 113 
The section following the horn solo in the major key is an accompaniment interlude, 
which brings us back to the minor key (bars 87-89). The solo horn joins in at the end 
of the phrase, these two notes could be used to re-establish the pitch on the E flat 
crook if the option of changing the crook to E for the middle major section was taken 
(bars 54-76).  
 
This change to the E flat crook will alter the tone colour of the high G sharp on top 
of the stave (bar 110). The first theme of this movement is now repeated with a 
combination of different rhythms and articulations (bar 90-105). The final seven 
bars of the movement are a reminder of the minor-major-minor tension throughout 
the movement. Refer to Figure 67. 
 
Figure 67 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E, second movement, 
andante, bars 87-113. 
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The part transposed in E flat has many open tones – however, the high tone at bar 
110 becomes a covered note. It could be seen as a colouration of the phrase from the 
previous major section. Refer to Figure 68. 
 
Figure 68 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, andante, bars 87-
113. 
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The accompaniment is reduced to quaver chords on the first beat (bars 110-113). 
Refer to Figure 69. 
 
Figure 69 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, second movement, bars 107-113. 
 
 
Summary Second Movement 
It is rather unusual for a soloist to change crooks in the middle of a solo. However, 
this had occurred previously in a work by Lewy where the solo horn changes from 
horn in F to horn in G flat.   37 The first section of the second movement is dark and 
ominous; this mood is created by the use of hand-stopped notes. The tonal texture 
of the Waldhorn is particularly effective in the minor key. When played on the E 
crook, the contrast between the soft minor and loud major phrases is quite 
substantial. Alternatively, playing the final section of seven bars on the E flat crook 
means the soft minor phrase is with open tones and the loud major phrase is with 
                                                         
37 Josef Rudolf Lewy, Morceau De Salon Op.12 Nach Motiven Aus "I Puritani" von Vincenzo Bellini, ed. 
Robert Ostermeyer (Robert Ostermeyer Musikedition, 2008). 
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hand-stopped tones. Either option works, but after experimentation with both the E 
flat and E crooks, the use of the E crook for the entire movement was deemed 
preferable. Having the horn crooked in E allows the contrast between the major and 
minor sections to be accentuated through the use of many hand-stopped notes in 
the minor sections, as opposed to the relatively fewer hand-stopped notes required 
for the major section.  
 
Essentially the middle section of the movement can only be played on the E crook. 
The outer sections work quite well crooked in E flat. Another option is to play the 
first section on the E flat crook then use the E crook for the remainder of the second 
movement. This would change the tonal colouration of the repeated material at the 
end of the movement. The D below the stave occurs only once (refer to Figure 70, 
bar 204). However, if this section is played on the E flat crook, no D’s below the stave 
will occur. The accompaniment is generally light for the outer minor sections, 
whereas the middle major section is quite loud – although Strauss keeps the 
accompaniment volume down by not using all the instruments of the orchestra at 
once, but rather swapping from the strings to the woodwinds to add variety to the 
sound. 
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Figure 70 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Autograph Score edit, solo horn in E and E flat, entire second 
movement. 
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Third Movement 
The horn player has eight bars at the beginning of the third movement to change 
from the E crook to the E flat crook. 
 
Bars 8-24 
The opening phrase is made up of an arpeggio theme with scale fragments. Strauss 
uses the descending altered major scale on the fifth degree of the scale where the 
seventh is flattened (bar 14). This theme poses no problems of execution on the 
natural horn, as only fifteen of the sixty notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 
71. 
 
Figure 71 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 8-24. 
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Mozart was fond of 6/8 rhythmic patterns which are associated with the horn’s 
strong hunting history. Starting a phrase with the fifth scale degree and then 
progressing to the first degree by the end of the phrase was used by Mozart in his 
Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 2, KV 417, third movement, as shown in Figure 
72.38 
 
Figure 72 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 2, KV 417, third movement, rondo, allegro, bars 1-8. 
 
 
Mozart used a similar altered scale in his third horn concerto, as shown in Figure 
73.39 
 
Figure 73 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 447, first movement, allegro, bars 161-163. 
 
 
  
                                                         
38 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 2 Es-Dur Kv 417 Klavierauszug. 
39 Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug. 
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The accompaniment of strings at a piano dynamic with simple chord figures allows 
the solo horn line to dominate easily. Refer to Figure 74. 
 
Figure 74 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 11-24. 
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Bars 43-60 
The melodic line is now based on the dotted crotchet rhythm, this gives the melody 
a calmer, less jaunty feel, and it has become more lyrical. Strauss generally places 
non hand-stopped notes on the first strong beat of each bar. Whereas the second 
weaker beat is where hand-stopped notes are generally placed. Exceptions to this 
pattern are the syncopations on the second beat, at these points a strong open sound 
is utilised to accentuate the syncopation (bars 48-51, and bar 56) – this could be an 
example of the intention to use the Waldhorn instead of the Ventilhorn. Only nine of 
the thirty-six notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 75. 
 
Figure 75 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 43-60. 
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Mozart used this method of rhythmic variation in his Horn Concerto in E flat Major, 
No. 2, KV 417, as shown in Figure 76.40 
 
Figure 76 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 2, KV 417, third movement, rondo – allegro, bars 73-93. 
 
 
The orchestral tutti is fortissimo (bar 25), until the solo horn entry (bar 43). The 
solo horn enters at forte, then diminuendos to piano (bar 45), the string 
accompaniment resumes at pianissimo. The string accompaniment has undulating 
quavers that keep the musical momentum moving forward. Generally the texture is 
light and sympathetic to the solo horn. Refer to Figure 77. 
 
  
                                                         
40 Hornkonzert Nr. 2 Es-Dur Kv 417 Klavierauszug. 
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Figure 77 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 46-59. 
 
 
Bars 61-81 
Strauss’s solo horn line is based on a minor scale on the fifth degree of the scale.41 
Strauss uses the two ascending jumps of a fourth (bars 64-65), and sixth (bars 72-
73), which are standard on the natural horn.42 Strauss’s use of the chromatic passing 
note, the written A flat, enriches the tonal colour of the solo line (bars 62, 68 and 
70).  
 
The alternation between the A natural and A flat intensifies the tension and drive of 
the melodic line. The solo horn line is marked pianissimo to allow the dynamically 
                                                         
41 Dauprat, 47. 
42 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 2 Es-Dur Kv 417 Klavierauszug. 
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weak written A flat to blend with the open tones. Eighteen of the twenty-seven notes 
require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 78. 
 
Figure 78 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 61-81. 
 
 
Mozart also uses the minor scale, on the fifth degree, in his Horn Concerto in E flat 
Major, No. 2, KV 417, as shown in Figure 79.43 
 
Figure 79 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 2, KV 417, first movement, allegro, bars 91-102. 
 
 
                                                         
43 Ibid. 
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The ascending jumps of an ascending major sixth and minor sixth are used by Ries 
in his Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 34, as shown in Figure 80.44 
 
Figure 80 Ries, Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 34, first movement, allegro, bars 145-151. 
 
 
The accompaniment is now reinforced with two flutes playing an arpeggio and with 
sustained lower strings at pianissimo. This creates a light texture that enables the 
solo horn to be heard. Refer to Figure 81. 
 
Figure 81 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 60-66. 
 
 
  
                                                         
44 Ries. 
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Bars 84-105 
The solo horn is marked up to a mezzo forte to allow the written D’s below the stave 
to have the best opportunity to be heard, as the hand-stopped D sound on the 
natural horn lacks clarity and volume.  
 
This is the most challenging section of the concerto. The performer must play as 
clearly as possible so that the melodic line can be heard (bars 84-95). Refer to 
Figure 82. 
 
Figure 82 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 84-105. 
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The bridge passage has a solo bassoon playing an ascending major arpeggio in first 
inversion. The first violins echo this arpeggio two bars later. The solo horn enters 
playing the same major arpeggio, but now in second inversion. The string 
accompaniment is reduced to divided first and second violins at pianissimo. This 
creates one of the lightest and most transparent sections in the entire concerto. 
Refer to Figure 83. 
 
Figure 83 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 81-94. 
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It would seem that the accompaniment is deliberately transparent to allow a 
Waldhorn to be heard clearly. The solo horn line is repeated a fourth higher (bar 96), 
and the accompaniment is thickened with the full woodwind section replacing the 
first and second violins. Refer to Figure 84. 
 
Figure 84 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 95-102. 
 
 
The almost non-existent accompaniment allows the horn to remain prominent in 
this section. If the concerto were written for the Ventilhorn this section would not 
require such a sympathetic accompaniment, and a full string sectional sound would 
be possible. 
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Bars 108-123 
The solo horn line repeats a four bar phrase from the previous section, which is 
difficult to produce clearly (bars 108-111). The written D’s at the bottom of the stave 
lack clarity and projection; however when the second phrase of the solo horn line is 
repeated a fourth higher the required notes are mostly open and easily 
distinguishable. Refer to Figure 85. 
 
Figure 85 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 108-123. 
 
 
In bars 108-112 the accompaniment is limited to the divided first and second violins 
– this allows the solo horn to project. The extremely light texture gives the solo horn 
line the best opportunity to dominate the soundscape. The woodwinds then take 
over the accompaniment role of the violins (bar 111) supporting the horn line, 
which is repeated a fourth higher. Refer to Figure 86. 
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Figure 86 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 103-118. 
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Bars 126-132 
The solo horn repeats the opening phrase of the concerto, but with slight pitch and 
rhythm changes, this is all quasi-cadenza recitativo. This passage is idiomatic of the 
type of writing for the natural horn. Refer to Figure 87. 
 
Figure 87 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 126-132. 
 
 
 
The accompaniment is very sparse with only strings utilised, this allows the solo 
horn line to be prominent. The accompaniment then resumes at the tempo primo, 
with a fortissimo dynamic (bar 133). This tutti section is a repetition of previous 
material from within this movement. Refer to Figure 88. 
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Figure 88 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 126-132. 
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Bars 145-160 
The solo horn re-enters, repeating almost exactly the same material – but now it is 
a tone lower (bars 145-160). This passage is playable on the Waldhorn, as only 
thirteen of the thirty-two notes require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 89. 
 
Figure 89 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 145-160. 
 
 
The instrumentation of the accompaniment is the same as the initial presentation of 
this material. Once again the hand-stopped tones mostly fall on the weaker second 
beat of most bars, this reinforces the strong weak pulse of the music – this could 
indicate the initial conception of the work for a Waldhorn. 
 
Bars 161-181 
The solo horn material is a repetition of previous material, but now notated down a 
tone and with some rhythmic variation in the last three bars of the phrase (bars 161-
181). This repeated passage is the least convincing of the entire concerto in regards 
to performance on the Waldhorn. The amount of hand-stopped notes requiring the 
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very stopped position has reached nine, the most of any phrase within the concerto. 
However, it may be that Strauss may have wanted the different tone colours of hand-
stopped notes to give added variation to this repeated section. The effect of having 
the solo horn material repeated down a tone gives a darker and more ominous 
quality to the music, and the use of many covered notes intensifies the overall 
impression of a dark mood. Of the twenty-four notes, eighteen are required to be 
hand-stopped. Regardless of this, the passage is playable on the Waldhorn. Refer to 
Figure 90. 
 
Figure 90 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 161-181. 
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The use of the A flat and F sharp/G flat can be traced back to Mozart’s Horn Concerto 
in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 447, as shown in Figure 91.45 
 
Figure 91 Mozart, Horn Concerto in E flat Major, No. 3, KV 447, third movement, allegro, bars 153-156. 
 
 
Use of the minor on the fourth degree of the scale is standard practice on the 
Waldhorn.46 Beethoven had also used the A flat, and F pitches in his Sonata for Horn 
and Piano in F Major, Op. 17, as shown in Figure 92.47 
 
Figure 92 Beethoven, Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 17, first movement, allegro, bars 84-89. 
 
 
The instrumentation has changed with the lower strings playing sustained chords 
beneath a pair of flutes playing quaver arpeggios over the top of the solo horn 
melody. This accompaniment allows the hand-stopped notes to be tuned to the 
sustained string chords, and the moving flute line distracts the listener from the 
many hand-stopped notes in this section. Refer to Figure 93. 
 
  
                                                         
45 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug. 
46 Dauprat, 66. 
47 Beethoven, Sonata in F Major Op. 17 for Piano and Horn or Violoncello. 
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Figure 93 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 164-181. 
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Bars 197-213 
In this section the solo horn line repeats the phrase from the beginning of the third 
movement (bars 8-24, Figure 71), without the initial notes. 
 
Figure 94 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 197-213. 
 
 
Strauss repeats the accompaniment used from earlier in the movement then inserts 
a bridging passage of seven bars to prepare for the climax of the third movement 
and the final statement of the solo horn. 
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Bars 234-244 
As discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, Peter Damm has investigated the 
various versions of Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, including the 1971 facsimile 
of the 1882 Autograph Score.48 However, in his discussion of the 1971 facsimile of 
the 1882 Autograph Score the actual score reproduced in his essay does not clearly 
show all of the alternative notes to the low notes shown in the facsimile. Damm only 
shows the upper and lower notes: the notes contained in-between these two lines 
are not included (shown in edited form in Figure 95).49 
 
Figure 95 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Autograph Score (Damm) edit, solo horn in F, third 
movement, allegro, bars 234-238. 
 
 
The notes shown in Damm’s essay are an indication that a Waldhorn could have been 
used – as the upper notes would be obtainable on the Waldhorn. The original upper-
notes are idiomatic of the natural horn. However, even without using the alternative 
notes from the 1882 Autograph Score (Alternative Notation), it is still possible to 
perform the low notes on the natural horn (refer to Figure 96, bars 511-521).  
 
                                                         
48  Strauss, Concert für Das Waldhorn mit Begleitung Des Orchesters Oder Pianoforte Op. 11 
Clavierauszug Faksimile Des Autographs mit Einem Nachwort von Alfons Ott. 
49 Damm, "Neue Gedanken zum Konzert Es-Dur für Waldhorn mit Orchesterbegleitung Op. 11 von 
Richard Strauss," 49.  
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This passage is marked fortissimo for the solo horn and played freely in a quasi-
cadenza style. The written pitches of F and E below the stave are approached from 
a stable open note G in bar 237 (refer to Figure 96). This allows the performer to 
bend the pitch downward to produce these very difficult notes on the natural horn. 
As a result, this romantic statement for the solo horn is challenging to perform 
because as the melodic line descends the volume decreases. When the hand-stopped 
notes below the stave are reached the clarity and tone of these sounds is paramount 
– for they must match in quality and clarity to the previous open and higher sounds.  
 
The melodic line then jumps upward more than two octaves to the initial pitch of 
the phrase and then continues with notes common to a Waldhorn. The hand-stopped 
notes are certainly difficult to play in a way which produces a consistent legato line 
with the rest of the passage, however, only six of the forty-four notes require hand-
stopping. Figure 96 edit is based on the 1882 Anniversary Score; and the 1882 
Autograph Score (Damm).50 
 
  
                                                         
50 Ibid.  
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Figure 96 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit / 1882 Autograph Score (Damm) 
edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, allegro, bars 234-244. 
 
 
Dauprat introduced these and other notes in his first lesson for cor basse, where he 
stated: 
 
The frequent use of the notes of this exercise for cor basse and the 
necessity of becoming familiar with them early have compelled us to 
introduce these intervals ahead of time. Moreover, it was impossible 
to form a new scale here because of the gaps which exist in this part 
of the instrument’s range through the absence of the A natural and D. 
The F sharp, the F natural, and the E below the staff are made with the 
bell very open, as long as the tempo of note values permit the player 
to place these rather difficult notes, especially the two latter ones. 
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Otherwise, one should close the bell halfway for the F sharp, ¾ for the 
F natural, and completely for the E.51 
 
Dauprat considered the written A natural below the stave, and the low D, not to be 
notes available on the Waldhorn. Domnich however had the full chromatic scale 
throughout the entire range of the horn in his tutor.52 Reicha used the A natural 
without reservation in his Wind Quintet, Op. 91, No. 4, as shown in Figure 97.53 
 
Figure 97 Reicha, Wind Quintet, Op. 91, No. 4, first movement, allegro assai, bars 30-31. 
 
 
In his Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 34, Ries utilised the lower notes of 
the second octave: the A flat, G, F sharp, F and E, as shown in Figure 98.54 
 
Figure 98 Ries, Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 34, second movement, andante, bars 26-29. 
 
 
  
                                                         
51 Dauprat, 38-39. 
52 Domnich, 16-18. 
53 Anton Reicha, Quintette En Sol Mineur, Op. 91 No. 4 for Flauto, Oboe, Clarinetto, Corno, Fagotto.  
(Paris: Costallat-Billaudot, n.d). 
54 Ries. 
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The accompaniment throughout this passage of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 is 
limited to short chords, which help define the phrase structure. The dynamic level 
and tempo have dropped throughout the bars (236-238) – this allows better 
placement of the lower notes during these three bars. The strings have pizzicato 
chords to help with the pitch of the low A flat concert and G concert notes of the solo 
horn. Refer to Figure 99. 
 
Figure 99 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, Orchestral Score, third movement, bars 235-240. 
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Bars 246-253 
The coda section is notated in 6/8 and is a strong reminder of the final rondo 
movements of Mozart’s concertos for horn. 55  This section is playable on the 
Waldhorn – as only eight of the thirty-seven notes require hand-stopping. Refer to 
Figure 100. 
 
Figure 100 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 246-253. 
 
 
Bars 254-262 
These bars are repetition of previous material (bars 246-253, refer to Figure 100). 
However, with the addition of an F quaver three quarter hand-stopped (bar 261), 
and the E crotchet open hand position (bar 262). Only nine of the thirty-nine notes 
require hand-stopping. Refer to Figure 101. 
 
 
  
                                                         
55  Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug; Hornkonzert Nr. 4 Es-Dur Kv 495 
Klavierauszug. 
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Figure 101 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 254-262. 
 
 
Bars 264-278 
This phrase is playable on the Waldhorn – especially if the alternative notes 
provided in Damm’s essay (bars 264-270) are played56 – as they are more closely 
aligned with the Waldhorn (refer to Figure 102). 
 
Figure 102 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Autograph Score (Damm) edit, solo horn in F, third 
movement, allegro, bars 264-270. 
 
                                                         
56 Damm, "Neue Gedanken zum Konzert Es-Dur für Waldhorn mit Orchesterbegleitung Op. 11 von 
Richard Strauss," 50.  
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The downward octave jump tends to be a little awkward-sounding on the Waldhorn 
(bars 264-268). This could suggest that the alternative notation for this passage was 
provided with a Ventilhorn in mind. However, at speed the notation from the 1882 
Anniversary Score is still possible on the Waldhorn. Refer to Figure 103. 
 
Figure 103 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 264-278. 
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Bars 278-285 
From this point, through to the end, Strauss uses mainly arpeggio patterns – these 
are easily played on the Waldhorn. The ascending arpeggio does not appear in the 
1882 Autograph Score 57  (bars 278-280); however, they are shown in the 1882 
Anniversary Score.58 Peter Damm’s assessment is that this notation has been made 
by Hans von Bülow59 – this could be an indication of the works continuing evolution 
(Figure 104).  
 
Figure 104 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score (Bülow Notation) edit, solo horn in E 
flat, third movement, allegro, bars 278-285. 
 
 
  
                                                         
57 Strauss, Konzert für Waldhorn und Klavier Nr. 1 in Es-Dur Op. 11 (1882). 
58  Concert für Das Waldhorn mit Begleitung Des Orchesters Oder Pianoforte Op. 11 Clavierauszug 
Faksimile Des Autographs mit Einem Nachwort von Alfons Ott. 
59 Damm, "The 125th Anniversary of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 by Richard Strauss," 57-58. 
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Bars 286-298 
This section is another example of the idiomatic writing for the natural horn. Refer 
to Figure 105. 
 
Figure 105 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Anniversary Score edit, solo horn in E flat, third movement, 
allegro, bars 286-298. 
 
 
Summary Third Movement 
The opening theme of the movement is a jaunty hunting horn melody. This theme 
recurs throughout the movement and presents few problems for the Waldhorn. The 
legato melody with chromatic movement is a bit more of a challenge for clarity and 
tuning, particularly when repeated down a tone. This section has numerous hand-
stopped notes, creating a dark and foreboding soundscape. The arpeggio legato 
theme contained the hand-stopped D below the stave demanding clarity and 
projection, and it is notable that Strauss’s accompaniment is most transparent at 
this point of the movement.  
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The repetition of the opening theme of the concerto poses little problem for the 
Waldhorn. However, the quasi-cadenza statement contains some low hand-stopped 
notes that are a challenge.  
 
The final coda section of the concerto relies mainly on the open sounds of the natural 
horn – the faster tempo and louder dynamic would have been hampered with the 
use of too many hand-stopped notes. The written D at the bottom of the stave is a 
hand-stopped pitch that has limited volume, this note only occurs eleven times 
(Refer to Figure 106).  
 
The use of this pitch is limited due to its lack of clarity and projection, however with 
judicious use it is quite playable and sounds adequate within the tonal context. The 
deliberate use of mostly open notes suggests that the Ventilhorn was not being 
considered throughout this coda section, and it would seem that Strauss was writing 
with the Waldhorn in mind. 
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Figure 106 Strauss, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11, 1882 Autograph Score edit, solo horn in E flat, entire third 
movement. 
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Statistical Information 
The solo horn part is comprised of 1,129 notes.60 Of these, 515 notes required no 
hand-stopping the notes being produced by the normal position. Another 207 notes 
are produced with the open position. Moreover, another 45 notes required the very 
open position. Therefore, more than half the notes would have had a clear sonorous 
tone. The covered notes are less frequent, with 169 notes requiring the stopped 
position with thumb, and another 115 notes requiring the partially stopped position 
without the thumb. These covered notes are slightly less muted than the very 
stopped position notes, of which there are only 51. This means that just under fifty 
per cent of the work is produced by unaltered natural sounds of the natural horn, 
while the number of open position notes is about a fifth of all required sounds. 
Figure 107 charts out the frequency of hand positions used in Strauss’s, Concerto 
for Horn, Op. 11. 
  
                                                         
60 All tied sounds are considered as one note. 
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Figure 107 Frequency of hand positions used in Strauss’s, Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. 
First movement 
Bars 
 
Figure number 
Normal 
Position 
Stopped 
Position 
with 
thumb 
Partially 
Stopped 
Position 
without 
thumb 
Open 
Position 
Very Open 
Position 
Very 
Stopped 
Position 
Bars 1-5 
Figure 18 
12 0 1 5 1 0 
Bars 28-36 
Figure 22 
14 0 2 3 2 1 
Bars 36-46 
Figure 24 
18 2 2 6 0 0 
Bars 47-52 
Figure 25 
3 3 1 1 0 0 
Bars 52-64 
Figure 28 
19 4 3 8 1 0 
Bars 76-83 
Figure 31 
11 9 4 6 0 0 
Bars 83-91 
Figure 34 
8 6 2 1 0 3 
Bars 92-99 
Figure 38 
8 3 2 4 2 2 
Bars 99-107 
Figure 40 
10 8 0 3 4 3 
Bars 107-110 
Figure 42 
2 2 3 11 0 3 
Bars 110-114 
Figure 45 
10 9 4 4 1 4 
Bars 114-117 
Figure 47 
12 8 1 3 1 0 
Bars 118-124 
Figure 49 
25 10 2 7 4 0 
Bars 125-131 
Figure 51 
9 2 2 3 1 0 
First Movement 
Sub Totals 
161 66 29 65 17 16 
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Second Movement 
Bars 
 
Figure number 
Normal 
Position 
Stopped 
Position 
with 
thumb 
Partially 
Stopped 
Position 
without 
thumb 
Open 
Position 
Very Open 
Position 
Very 
Stopped 
Position 
Bars 3-18 
Figure 56 
6 14 4 5 0 0 
Bars 20-33 
Figure 60 
2 18 6 4 2 1 
Bars 34-49 
Figure 63 
6 14 4 7 0 1 
Bars 54-76 
Figure 65 
26 14 9 14 0 5 
Bars 87-113 
Figure 67 
8 21 4 8 0 0 
Second 
Movement 
Sub Totals 
48 81 27 38 2 7 
Third movement 
Bars 
 
Figure number 
Normal 
Position 
Stopped 
Position 
with 
thumb 
Partially 
Stopped 
Position 
without 
thumb 
Open 
Position 
Very Open 
Position 
Very 
Stopped 
Position 
Bars 8-24 
Figure 71 
32 5 8 13 2 0 
Bars 43-60 
Figure 75 
16 2 4 11 3 0 
Bars 61-81 
Figure 78 
9 1 6 0 7 3 
Bars 84-105 
Figure 82 
17 8 3 4 4 7 
Bars 108-123 
Figure 85 
22 5 1 3 2 3 
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Bars 
 
Figure number 
Normal 
Position 
Stopped 
Position 
with 
thumb 
Partially 
Stopped 
Position 
without 
thumb 
Open 
Position 
Very Open 
Position 
Very 
Stopped 
Position 
Bars 126-132 
Figure 87 
17 0 2 5 1 0 
Bars 145-160 
Figure 89 
19 1 8 2 1 1 
Bars 161-181 
Figure 90 
6 5 2 0 2 9 
Bars 197-213 
Figure 94 
30 5 8 13 2 0 
Bars 234-244 
Figure 96 
26 0 3 12 0 3 
Bars 246-253 
Figure 100 
25 6 2 6 0 0 
Bars 254-262 
Figure 101 
25 6 3 7 0 0 
Bars 264-278 
Figure 103 
21 5 8 11 1 2 
Bars 278-285 
Figure 104 
16 0 0 7 1 0 
Bars 286-298 
Figure 105 
25 0 1 10 0 0 
Third 
Movement 
Sub Totals 
306 49 59 104 26 28 
 
Totals      515 196 115 207 45 51 
Grand Total 
1129 
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Summary of Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 
It seems no coincidence that the greatest concentration of notes produced with the 
stopped position with thumb occurred in the second movement. Here Strauss used 
the veiled muted quality of these notes to enhance the sombre mood of the outer 
sections of the movement, while the middle major section in contrast is much 
brighter in nature. The relatively small number of very stopped position sounds may 
indicate that Strauss was avoiding these sounds, which would be consistent with a 
composition for the Waldhorn. Even amongst the notes that do require stopping 
Strauss did not utilise any pitches that had not previously been used in earlier works 
for the natural horn. These works include Mozart’s horn concerti (1783-1791), 61 
Beethoven’s Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 17 (1800), 62 Danzi’s Sonata 
in E flat Major, Op. 28 (1805), 63 and Ries’s Sonata for Horn and Piano in F Major, Op. 
34, (1811), 64 as well as Hampel’s tutor dating from about 1750.65 
 
Generally throughout the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 Strauss used the hand-stopped 
notes on the weaker beats within the bar. Frequently the heavily hand-stopped 
notes are passing notes of limited duration. The exceptions to this rule are to be 
found mainly in the second movement where the hand-stopped notes are used to 
intensify the minor sections of the movement. The first movement and third 
movement have a few instances of hand-stopped notes that land on strong beats and 
                                                         
61 Mozart, Hornkonzert Nr. 1 D-Dur mit Zwei Rondofassungen Kv 412/514 Klavierauszug; Hornkonzert 
Nr. 2 Es-Dur Kv 417 Klavierauszug; Hornkonzert Nr. 3 Es-Dur Kv 447 Klavierauszug; Hornkonzert Nr. 
4 Es-Dur Kv 495 Klavierauszug. 
62 Beethoven, Sonata in F Major Op. 17 for Piano and Horn or Violoncello. 
63 Danzi. 
64 Ries. 
65 Thomas Hiebert, "Virtuosity, Experimentation, and Innovation in Horn Writing from Early 18th-
Century Dresden," Historic Brass Society Journal  (1992): 123. 
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have a long duration of sound. However, Strauss used a sympathetic and light 
accompaniment when using these hand-stopped notes of limited clarity and volume. 
The written D below the stave occurs twenty-four times throughout the concerto.  
 
The written D is considered a weak note and a sign that a work is written for the 
valve horn only.66 This hypothesis does not stand up to scrutiny as Oscar Franz’s 
Complete Method for the French Horn reveals: Franz states that of his “30 Exercises 
for Stopped and Valve Horn” exercises one to twenty-five are to be practiced on both 
the stopped and valve instrument67 – and on analysis, twenty of those twenty-five 
have D’s in them. This evidence would suggest that the D below the stave is used 
sparingly, but not avoided completely. 
 
Strauss’s treatment of the accompaniment and solo horn in the third movement 
illustrates his use of many hand-stopped notes, some of which are sustained, but 
again the accompaniment is generally light in texture, and is most sympathetic to a 
Waldhorn. It is thus consistent with the internal evidence of the score that Strauss 
was purposely utilising the characteristics of the Waldhorn throughout this 
concerto.
                                                         
66 Anneke Scott, "Brahms and the Orchestral Horn: A Study in Inauthentic Performance," ibid.23 
(2011): 21. Scott states that: “He [Brahms] avoids the C#1 and D1, which, though not impossible, are 
particularly, muddy indistinct notes.” The inference drawn from this section of Scott’s study is that 
because Brahms limits his use of the D that all composers do and is therefore a sign of a work 
intended for the valve instrument. 
67 Franz, 60. 
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusion 
Although Strauss’s Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 has come down to us in a form suited 
to the valved horn in F, the historical circumstances of its composition, and the 
internal evidence of the music, both suggest that the piece may originally have been 
conceived for the natural horn. Documentary sources show that Richard Strauss 
wrote the concerto in 1882, with the intention of his father giving the premiere 
performance. At that time Strauss was a young man who had not yet left the 
influence of his home and its surroundings; he was also very conservative in his 
ideas and opinions.  
 
The initial 1882 composition was composed with a conservative mindset harking 
back to the classical masters. He worshipped his father and wrote all of his 
compositions with the heavy influences of Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. Strauss 
tells us in his own words that he accompanied his father’s performances of the 
Mozart concerti, and the Beethoven sonata 1 – these works were written for the 
Waldhorn, so it would surely have seemed a natural starting point to write a 
concerto for his father with the natural horn sound and idiom in mind. 
 
Franz Strauss wanted to ensure his son’s success as a composer, and had the habit 
of editing his son’s compositions, and insisting he copy the parts by hand from the 
                                                         
1 Strauss, Recollections and Reflections, 129-30. 
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score.2 The elder Strauss had been able to secure Oscar Franz as the soloist to give 
the premiere performance of the concerto – something of a coup for the young 
composer – again Strauss was not controlling his own destiny, and was relying on 
his father to help him establish himself as a composer/conductor. Franz Strauss also 
prepared the concerto for publication. The decision to notate the solo horn part in F 
had thus possibly been made after the concerto was played – and critiqued by his 
father. After his father had prepared the score for publication (with Strauss’s 
blessing), we find ourselves with a version intended for the Ventilhorn since the solo 
horn part is notated in F. Although the concerto clearly finished up in a valve horn 
version, the claim that it could only ever have been conceived for valve horn is not 
sustainable. While there isn’t enough evidence to prove it either way, the hypothesis 
that it was originally conceived for natural horn in E flat and E, is at the very least a 
plausible possibility. 
 
On closer examination of the concerto it is clear that the inspiration and classical 
style of the concerto is particularly reminiscent of Mozart. The choice of the 
traditional key of E flat for horn solos utilised by the classical composers, together 
with the abundance of open tones available if the piece is played on the E flat crook, 
are certainly consistent with this hypothesis. None of the tones required for the 
concerto had been foreign or unknown on the Waldhorn since the time of Hampel’s 
tutor of 1750.3 This hypothesis suggests that Strauss used crooks that enabled the 
open harmonic to be available on the tonic of the key, as well as placing the leading 
note of the key on a stopped tone. This follows the advice given by Dauprat as to the 
                                                         
2 Schuh, 48-52. 
3 Hiebert,  123. 
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five principal solo crooks, which are G, F, E, E flat, and D, and the most common 
scales associated with each crook. In addition, it is consistent with the usage of the 
natural horn.4  
 
The Waldhorn was used throughout the nineteenth century, and was still important 
for the training of horn players. Wagner wrote for the natural horn, and valve horn 
from 1840 until 1865. After his foreword to Tristan und Isolde Wagner did not 
specify what instrument to use, leaving it up to the player’s discretion. Brahms 
wrote his trio for Waldhorn, violin, and piano in 1865, 5  and continued to write 
exclusively for the Waldhorn. However Brahms’s works were rarely played on the 
natural horn. Both Oscar Franz and Henri Kling emphasised the importance of 
mastering the natural horn before proceeding to the valve instrument in their 
instrumental tutors. 6   Certainly, the Waldhorn was still in use at the time when 
Strauss composed the Waldhornkonzert. The hybrid method of Lewy, and Meifred, 
may still have been in use, but it is unclear when this method ceased to be utilised. 
The use of the hybrid method for the Waldhornkonzert is doubtful, but impossible 
to rule out completely. 
 
It is not possible to accurately access the intentions of Richard Strass in regards to 
the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11. It could have been for Waldhorn or Ventilhorn, or even 
for both – the twenty-five studies composed by Oscar Franz are for both 
instruments.7 The concept of writing works which could be performed on either 
                                                         
4 Dauprat, 364; 425-35. 
5 Brahms. 
6 Franz, 35; Kling, Twenty-Five Studies and Preludes for Horn, iii-v. 
7 Franz, 60-82. 
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instrument was current at the time of the concertos conception. The harmonic 
structure could indicate Strauss’s compositional method was based around the open 
notes on the natural horn (harmonic series). Conversely, the use of classical 
harmony and structure could have resulted in a work playable on the natural horn 
even if Strauss’s intention was for a valve instrument. While examining the structure 
of the solo horn line, the writing to me is idiomatic of the natural horn. Nevertheless 
this is a subjective judgement, others may come to the conclusion that some sections 
are clumsy, awkward, and not idiomatic of the natural horn. However, the 
accompaniment is exceptionally thought out to allow the solo line to be heard 
clearly. This indicates to me a work with the natural horn in mind. Yet it could be 
argued that Strauss wrote a great accompaniment and does not indicate special 
consideration for the natural horn. In either case, it is definitely possible to play the 
concerto on the natural horn as stated by Damm.8 
 
The performance of the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 should be encouraged on the 
natural horn in E flat and E. The student, and professional, could also both benefit 
from playing the work entirely on the F side of their instruments, to at least 
                                                         
8  Damm, "Neue Gedanken zum Konzert Es-Dur für Waldhorn mit Orchesterbegleitung Op. 11 von 
Richard Strauss," 69, note 61.  
Damm states: “Bei einem Vergleich mit den klassischen Werken von Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 
Antonio Rossetti oder Carl Maria von Weber ist zu erkennen, dass das Hornkonzert op. 11 durchaus 
auf einem Naturhorn in Es spielbar ist – im Gegensatz zum Zweiten Hornkonzert. Obwohl dies auch 
die klassische Naturtontechnik (Hauptthema des ersten Satzes sowie Rondo Thema) verwendet, 
erinnert es doch in seiner sehr viel anspruchsvolleren Spieltechnik eher an die schlanke, elegante 
Virtuosität der Holzblasinstrumente.”  
 
[A comparison with the classical works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Antonio Rossetti or Carl Maria 
von Weber shows that the Hornkonzert op. 11 can be played on a natural horn in Es - in contrast to 
the Second Horn Concerto. Although this also uses classical natural sound technology (the main 
subject of the first movement as well as the Rondo theme), it is reminiscent of the sleek, elegant 
virtuosity of woodwind instruments in its much more sophisticated playing technique]. 
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experience the sounds – and challenges this work presented to the horn 
establishment back in 1882.  
 
It is interesting to note that the proposal to perform this work on a natural horn has 
been questioned and derided by Del Mar, and stated to be “nonsense” by Tuckwell.9 
The use of a modern double or triple horn to perform the work is currently 
considered proper performance practice – the fact that there is limited performance 
practice of the work on a single F horn, of the type that would have been used by 
Bruno Hoyer or Gustav Leinhos; and that there is only one recording on this type of 
instrument is striking.10 This would indicate that the overriding concept and the 
characteristic tone of the horn at that time has been replaced with the objective of 
technical accuracy – facilitated by the modern double or triple horn. Has the sound 
of the horn, which had been its greatest asset, thus been abandoned? 
 
It would be short-sighted to insist that this work is only suitable for use on a valve 
instrument. By taking an open-minded approach to this concerto students and 
professionals will broaden their basic knowledge, and this will in turn give them a 
variety of strategies and a range of tone colours from which to choose. The evidence 
supporting the theory that the Concerto for Horn, Op. 11 may have been intended 
for the natural horn may not be conclusive – however it is compelling. 
 
  
                                                         
9 Del Mar, 21; Tuckwell, 92. 
10 Richard Strauss et al., Konzert für Waldhorn und Orhester Nr. 1 Es-Du Op. 11, Horn Concertos Nos. 1 
& 2 (Hamburg: Deutsche Grammophon, 1997), CD, 453 483-2 GH. Of note is that the CD cover 
translates “Konzert für Waldhorn und Orchester” as “Concerto for Natural Horn and Orchestra”. 
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